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ALCOHOL AND THE ELDERLY

FRIDAY, JUNE It I9K,

HOUSE of B1P8E5ENTATIVES.
Stumm COKILITTEZ ON AGING,

SUDCOMMIITEI ON HZ4LIII AND Laves 441254 CAM; _
Delo. N Y.

The subcorramitteemet; pursuant to_calliat 9_ am., at the Aitoria
Community Senior Citizen 2356 Broadway, Astoria, N.Y.,
Hon. Claude Pepper (chairman of CM subcommittee) presiding; _

Members present: Represeratatives Pepper Of Florida, Biaggi of
New York; and Ferraro of New

.Staff present Bill lialamandari% staff director; Kathleen Gard-
ner _Cravedi; assistant _Staff di re of the Stahomotoittee atn
health and .LOneferm Care. Kevin Donstellan; office of Congrees-
woman Geraldine Ferraro;

Ms; _Kestntos:. Ladies and gentlemen, it is a great_privilege and a
great. honor to be holding this congressional hearing on alcoholism
and how it affects the elderly in oar society

It is also a great honor to have $enator Claude Pepper; Congress-
woman Geraldine Ferraro; and Me rla s
this_marning.

a ,disostse which affects ple physically; spiritually,
and menu :Lily; lima this heari is in ing with the program we
have _ goii- .on here at ,tl on a Cignmunity Center Catholic
Charities. Sr we welcome ,ogr various di4nitaries; Would you give
them a birhand?

And now 1 will turn the hearing over to our dynamite Congress-
woman Geraldine Ferro-1'1o;

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESESTATIVE GERALDINE A.
FERRARO

FERTARO,. Thank you tY first of all; want to thank Janet &rid
the Astoria Community _Senior Citizen _nter, for hooting_ this
bearing for us this mornirq, You are all My friends; and for this
reason we c-,rne back here often;

_ I .fsoold like to welcome all of you to the_ hearing this morning of
the :elect Committee on Aging; Subcommittee_ on Health and
Long-Term_ Care; And; as you kncnv; teday's hearing will focus on
alcohol and the elderly.

Alcohol is the biggea problem in the _Substance abuse area
among the elderly !kern* show that up to 56 percent of the elder-
ly hospital admissions are alcohol related. _I find this number abso-
lutely shocking Obviously it has a significant impact on health=
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care costs and what is happening to our medicare and medicaid
system.

To understand the problem of the elderly alcoholic; I think it iis
important that we talk shout what is hagpening to the elderly in
our-society.

Nab -My really_ knows what-causes some people_ to become prob-
lem drinkers. We can identify. however, some of the forces that
drive people to drink.

Retirement is one problem -which worries many_ eiderlY workers.
For many retirement is a feeling_ of eniptiness and financial uncer-
tainty; Retirement can drive people to drink

Our Ciilture is a youth-oriented society end we do not give the
elderly, oftentimes, the respect they deserve. The feeling t..4st they
are not valued by society candrive people to drink _

A large segment of our elderly peptilation lives in poverty_ In
fact; the poverty rate for persons '65 and over was almost 16 per-
cent in 1980i_higher_than 13 percent of the general poptilation. An-
other 15 million or 10 percent of the elderly were .ciassified as near
poor= -In-total one-fourth of the older population were poor or near
poor in 1980.

In addition to 'living in poverty, nearly one - third -of our elderly
live alone. Research has Shown_ that the _most important_ therapy
for elderly alcoholics is social. These people_ respond quickly to the
company of their peers and purposeful rehabilitation. Obviously,
poverty and loneliness iCalt drive people to drink

We must recognize in dealing_ with the problem of aleohol and
the elderly-, that .25 percent of WI prescription drugs are consumed
by those 65 years of age and ,older._ Many of the drugs are known to
interact adversely with alcohol. Therefore, the importance of both
public and physician education becomes obvious.

The House Select Committee on .Aging and its subCommittees
often conduct hearings in the field, as we are doing today. These
hearings allow us to recetvetestimony from people who may other-
wise be unable to come to Washington_and testify_ before a congres=
signal committee. I am pleased that Chairman Pepper has given
me the opportunity to hear_ about the problems _of alcohol_ and the
elderly in this community. I am also delighted that he and my col-
league; Mario BiagO, are here with us today.

I am _looking forward - to--the testimony of the witnesses, but
before that occurs. I would like to ask my two colleagues to make
opening statements:

You do not need anintrOduction to Congressman/Senator Claude
Pepper, chairman of the Health Subcommittee of the Aging Corn-
mittee of the House; former chairman of the Aging Committee and
now chairman of the moat powerful committee in the House, the
Rules Committee.

Mr. PEPPER. Thank_you.
Ms. FERRARO, So often people sasf. to me, "How are things down

in Congress?" And I just love it so. _`Part of the reason I do; and one
of the most important reasons is because I work with some very
fine people. I work with some people who care more about this
Nation than you could ever imagine. And one of those people is
Claude Pepper.

6



I think what you haire Seen Over the past severs! -years in his
fight to protect the rights of the elderly is just a small piece of the
work that he does for this country. And I know_ that you do not
need any form of tiiirther introduction.. You are one of_the people I
consider one f.. the heroes of the House; Senator /Congressman
Claude Pepper.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN CLAUDE PEI- PER

Mt. PEPPER. Thank you very much. Such a beautiful speech
by such a beintifiii ladY. I wish she would just keep on.

I would be glad to waive my time.
I am profoundly grateTul this morning to have the privilege of

being here with all of you I reinember being _here with Mayor
Roth. last yeah, and I remember very pleasantly my visit with
many of you who are here today;

I am particularly pleased to be able to be here with onecan you
heat me? Let me start over.

First; I want to express_ my profOund pleasure in being here with
all of you this morning. I remember having been here during the
campaign -last year and I remember very pleasantly that Visit_ I am
glad to see some of you here today whom I recogittze as having
seen on that occasion And Ms. Kennedy who dog such a fine job
as your director, was here; I recall very vividly, at that time.

I am_ especially pleased to be able to be lame with two of the
great Mernbera of QingteSS. Not only one of the great ladies of_Con-
gress, but one of the great Members of Congressi Ms- Geraldine
Ferraro She is one of the most Prominent Members of the House
Of Representatives, one of the most influential, and one of the moat
highly respected. And so it is with great particular pleasure to be
here with her in her district, and to be with you to talk about _a
matter that is so meaningful to all of the senior citizens of tAia
country.

NOW, I am only 82_years old, if you do not think I dun old enough
to I* here. I ,tell_thern I stay so busy; I do not have tone to get old.
And I hope all of you are doing the same thing.

I particularly pleased to be able to be here With the Honor-
able Mario Biaggi. He is one of my dearest friends in the House of
RepresentatiVeS. lit is a member of one of the most important com-
mittees in the House of_Representativei. He is one of the most re-
spected and influential Metribeit of the House. And he is now the
second ranking person in seniority on the overall Aging Commit-
tee. I remained on the Select Committee as chairman of the Sub-
Committee on Hoalth and Long Term Care; And Ms; Ferraro is a
member of that subcommittee.

Mr. Biaggi is chairman of his own very important subcommittee
and has done a magnificent job for the elderly of this country as
chairman of that committee.

I wonder if I may take just a minute. I want to tell a little story
since you have three Congress Member: here, a little story I heard
about a bishoP find a CougteSsitian who went to heaven at the
some time.

They were met rat the Pearly Gatti by St Peter,_ and he said,
"COMO in, and I will show you all where you are going to live while
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you are here?' Shortly, he opened a door and he said "Mi. Bishop;
you go in here. This is where you will _live." The bishop notiel it
was a very small_ room; but he did not know anything else to do so
he_accepted ineitat n and entered.

Then St. Peter said "Mr. Cortgrisrnan; you rome_on down a
little further." He opened iup another door and said "This is where
you_ will live." The Coagrsrnan walked in and looked around and
said -My, my, St. Peter; this big; beautiful suite. I am so glad to
have it; Thank you very much.-

MeanWhile the bishop had gotten a little suspicious wondering
whether St. Peter was going to, prefer the Congressman over him,
And so he slipped _up there at -the first opportunity and looked in.
There it was, that big, beautiful suite with a lovely view-. _

Well it just burnt the poor bishop up. And he hunted up St
Peter. He said -St. Peter, you just have not treated me right.- He
said "I spent nearly all my life down on Earth working for the
Lord and the church: Now I come up here and you we me a little
cubbyhole and you five that Congressman a big, beautiful suite;
That just is not fair,

St. Peter tapped the bishop on the shoulder and said _"Bishop, do
not feel that way about it There are bishops all over heaven; but
that is the_ first _Congressman we have ever had."

One of the subjects with which we_are_especially concerned is the
problem_ of alcoholism among the-elderly of the country. And we
are holding hearings all over the country to consider that very -seri-
ous problem.

Alcoholism is the third most prevalent difn:_ase in this country.
Twelve to fifteen million Americans are alcoholics or have serious
drinking problems. Thirty-five million more are affected by alcohol-
ism indirectly. Alcohol has _been implicated in half of all homicides,
half of all automobile accidents, one-quarter of all suicides; and 40
percent of _all _divorces. Economic cost associated with alcoholism
exceeds $120 billion a year.

Alcohol is particularly a problem of theelderly._ Incidentally, you
know, once the elderly lose their _jobs; they have more trouble,
more difficulty in getting another job than any other part of the
population; Today; for example; there are 775,000 people over
3.(kt- es of age who are looking far a _job; But there are__334;000 who

given up hope and have quit looking_ for a rob. Those are the
pecp1.(..? who too often become the_victims of alcoholism; sometimes
of Evart attacks, and sometimes of suicide.

So alcoholismis particularly a problem of the elderly. Widowers
over the age of 75 have the highest rate of alcoholism in -the coun-
try: At least 10_ percent_of the elderly have an alcohol_problern. The
prevalence of this problem is_ compounded by the fact that physio-
logical changes connected with_age result both in a lower tolerance
for alcohol and an increase in its toxic effects.

Alcoholics, many of whom are seniors, account . for one out of
ever y four_ patients admitted to hospitals. Most of them suffer de-
hilitating illnesses; exacerbated_ by their use of _alcohol: Neverthe-
less; for many,. social stigrna and lack of specific insurance cove.rage
ind ices inappropriate hospital use; when treatment could be- -tw
%tided _just as effectively in less costly surroundings, for example; in
the horiu?
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Ninetty percent of the $150 million in medicare spent for alcohol-
ism in a982 went for institutional care. The remainder was paid W
physicians. Costs associated with at least some of these programs
appitath f3(10 a day. Some outpatient and community prrograrria
have proven equally successful at about orie-tenth of the eft.

We must also begin to address the question of whether it is for a
purpose_ treat the disease or its related medical manifestation.
Hospital beds are filled with patients suf Bering from gastrointesti-
nal, eardioviisetilar, and other orthopedic problems that result from
alcohol abuse.

Up to 70 percent of whit are truly gni-ha:related problems are
masked by surrogate diagnose& Heavy users of alcohol average
$1;372 more_per year in medical careAhan nanalcohtilies. A recent
report to Congress from the Office of Tichnologieal Assessment; es-
tirnaWs the total per capita cost of alcoholics to society is about
$10,000 a year. If even that part of the total could he recovered,
even moderately effective treatment programs, significant redu
tions in these social and economic health costs could be aChieved. A
greater savings would be possible if programs were improved
toward equally effective, but less costly, treatment_prograins.

Our review inditates there is an obvious need to develop a wore
efficient treatment program_for alcoholism. Vie are anxious t=ot hear
the witnesses here today before us to see what views they can offer
to di. If such a sirsteni can he develomL it is less likely that serv-
ices will be denied to those who need them or that costs *ill he_pro-
isibitive. So we are expecting to hear some very valuable sugges-
tiona frOM this distinguished company here today.

Thank you very much.
Ma. FERRARO. I would like now to turn the microphone over to

my other colleague in the House who is here tOday. Mr. Biaggi
needs no introduction to you, people, since until Live last redistrict-
ing, he represented some of you. He is no longer in Queens, howev-
er, and now represents theronx. sat we do Mil* him.

Let the alio Add that Marto has been a member of the Aging
Committee since it was started; and he is alio chairman of the
Human Services Subcommitt e e _eal that committee, and I am de-
lighted to welcome him back to Astetia.

STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE MARIO BIAGGI

Mr: BIAGGI. Thank you very :much, Geraldine, Congressman
Pepper, ladies, and gentlemen. I will make my statement short be-
caw Congresswoman Ferraro and Congrealman Pepper have al-
ready given you the 'bidiic statistics and it serves no purpose for me
to repeat them. They are an established facts It is a problem to be
confronted; and it is one that trii.uot be irM.. This hearing today is a
significant first step in addressing the problem that most people do
not recognize ie as extensive as it really is Though we are having
the hearing here in Astoria; it is a problem that affects every com-
munity in the United States.

It is estimated there are some 2.5 million people who suffer from
alcohol abiiie. Clearly, the eldecly_face a crisis in health care. De-
spite the fact that a recent Presidential commission rot rioted
that 25 percent of our Nation's elderly are suffering from mental

9
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health problem, the report also states that there is not any money
being appropriated to provide thee services for the _elderly: That is
another area that should be _addressed. Many of the-se mental
health prohTr as develop as a result of alcoholism, which has in its
bais, poverty, ,oration and lonelihetrie

When we talk about _congregate settings and aemior centers, the
benefits of them extend far beyond what seems-to meet the naked
eye. If we had more centers and more social aztivities, tl*re would
be fewer elderly that would be afflicted with the disease of alcohol=
istii.
_Just last week, the Association for the Advancement

of Scienee revealed that life expectancy will jump -more thin _3
years to 74 for men and 86 for women by the year 201 Now, this
statistic has major _economic and social implications for the health
of the elderly. Alcohol may be the only companion to these growing
numbers of elderly who find themselves alone.

Let me Make one obiervation_that has been made: I think it
is critical. It is something which the media of our Nation can ad-
dress and can be very helpful. To date we have found that the masi3

electronic,as well as the printed media, have been _very co-
operative and_ very essential in our efforts to deal with the prob-
lems of the elderly.

One of the notions I have is that while we have many advetti-
inents and many documentaries_ dealing with alcohol and the con-
sequences of it we invariably find young_ people and middle -aged
individuals being portrayed-as Vittittt3 or the culprits On the other
hand, you may have some_elderly being the victims._ -

I think it is important_ for the medui to portray the fact that we
haVe elderly who are suffering from alcoholism; so that the elderly
of our Nation are aware that they have contemporaries; their con-
temporaries; who are _suffering from this malady. They should be
conscious of it and direct attention to the resolution_of the prob-
lem. & far this particular element has been virtually neglected.
That is why it is so_ critical and so important that Geraldine has
had this hearing today. It is something we would rather not talk
about; but .if-you -sweep it under the_ rug, you will never clean the
house. I think it is salutory that we have it out in the open; out in
front. -

I would suggest that the mass media henceforth bring forth the
notion that vie have some 2.5 million elderdy who are suffering
item alcoholism and_ portray some of them, in the conditions they
are, the conditions that cause it; and focus attention on it so that
not only _willthe.people at large be responsive, but the senior corn=
muriity itself will be aware of the problem and put it on the
agenda. It belongs therewith every one of the Cencerns the elderly
ha_ve ews;,Inerated so far. . _ - _

It is as important as nutrition. It is important houiling. It is
important as any other element It! told you it was cancer, you
*Mild .jimnip and screoni._ and yell; "Let is do something about lit"
Well in a wen w_ it '6a cancer It 44--ewer of the mind, and yw are
talking about_ the 4eteiot14-tiel%. tt* degeneration of an il_rirlitidual
who might otherwise en103 life as rou and : who aim 'mat afflicted.

So with this hear';:nig vie are looking _fofward_to some of the testi-
nitiny and we will .hour frame experience from those who have made



it back and hoer; End from those professionals who will make their
contribution. More importantly, the hearing will accomplish what I
feel is critical, and that t--.e Will embark on a crusade to meet the
problem and hopefully resolvelt Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Representative Biaggi follows]

PROW= STAMEN:NT 01? REPuswiTATTilt IRMILTO BiAGGI

am boomed to join with our most diningiiithed coatwtue_and Chaim:m:19f this
Subcommittee; Mr.__Pepper, and my mod friend and Valued- Geraldine Per-
eat); at this morninit's_earing on _the subject te'Alealialiarii and the Elderly." Let
me also say that it is great to be ha in Astoriaa pert of *hit% I eras proud to
re reaeiit -lb Congrme between 1972_and isfe

Let its be-right- up front _about this rubject-7-aleoholism is v reel .Petkilinn
which our NatioWI elderly fa* toclay._It is true _that we have telected Aatoria for
this bearing het it is a problem fwd by people of aviTy_town and county across
this Nation. Our Cciiiiiiittne estimates -That nearly 10 percentof the elderly Varga-
non of this Nationmore thin 2.5 million peopsdfers from some__ form of abm
hol abuse. However, the most tragic consequence of ate- ism can ofttitoni be
measured by its devastating inspect upon the Minitel health of la saged_ektinn. A
Prtai&etund Commission bas_ told us that as mans as M pernerit_of our Natkinli el-
derly suiffer_from _mental health_robk=many are related to iikolscA. Even
worse the -A Once nsonotly_issued a report noting that mental
health services- ;or the elderly within comunanitiaiare virtually non-existent. Clear-
ly, the ekkily face a crisis m health careand our_ attention to this very "Pedal
problem today will_guitk us tineartU.Wutteui tomorrow.

The factors which produce alcbliOliernamong the elderly are as van ied as our
ulation itself. However, we are aware of the fact that the 'Aghast rate of aleohoLym
in this Nation_ isfctund in widuevers over 75. This sum that okt.Ain and Icalelk
Hess long a problem among elderly citixemeis ooatnbutius to the riling tide of
elderly alcoholics.

EVeititithiPhiti_COMpti us to look for solutiona_nowta avert a generation of geri-
atric alciatolits liver: We know that for thefinatime in historythere are more
Americana over SO than under 10. 71te fastest growing segment of our okkirlYPPU7
lation--orie-third=itt ttioae living alone. Just last week, the American Aarocuttnin
for the Advancem4at i Science revealed that life expectancy will jum_p more than
three years by the end Of this decadeCO 74 for men and Mice women. This statist
tic has major economic and social implications for the long-term_bealth of the elder-
ly: Alcohol may be the only companion to thole eitiainit numbers of seniors who
and themselves alone.

We must come to grips with alcoliotism_ among the elderly -not- by our _usual
methods of waiting for the disease to strilur before we act=but -through preventative
care One of the More unfortututte policy decisions exposed by the President and
ratified by Contrail eliminated a number of categorical_ programa aimed at -comhat-
ing alcoholism. They were repla+oec by the alcohol; dritilabuor and mental health
Nock grant. Prior to the block grant, combined federal fundingicx these three areas
was $519 million. After the creation of the block grant funding _wasalasibed to $432
million where it has remained frosen for two yeara_A cruelest Increases/ 430 mil-
lion wax provided in the House Budget lie much more 'is _needed
not only in _terms of funding but also greater pragrarru withia_theieder-
al structure. The problem of Alcoholism is a fuesnamental national health problem
which dm-snot deserve to_be blended in with other concerns.

let one also toncur with therhoinnen on his observation that we need too provide
fiiiiCk -for_ Medicare for _pr_eventative can for at-risk seniors with alcohol prob.

!erne. It ia-iAockuig to me that 90 percent of the $150 million we spend fat the Unut-
meat of rikaaalis= r Medicare is for institutional carewhen Oig: Wild-tin- has
reached its Most acute : We should be spending more for preventionwhere
we will ultimately be 'Pending_ km.

Finaily, let me Maki One olWevstion. I commend_the_medis of this Nation for
their broadcasting__ and television- public service annownizetnen_tevotl4fiting the
pmbleensamociated with alciihol grille. Whether it he_ in_discunions of drunk drir-
inger family sbu_setheme ads are po!reilisl-U3014 in our. Nations battle whist
this disease, However, those ads are remise mn their failure to include ebletly_pecitile.
Older- people- are more prone to watch television or boleti to the radio '_.crefortii,

ads which involve their contem_porarier might hive an even greater and /note deter
rent impact: 1 call upon the Advertising Council and all Wane auociatbd with these
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advertisements to recognize the intergetterational aspects of this problem and havethis reflective of future public servicm announcements.
I join in welcoming our witnesses today and look forward to hearing the tegirrio=ny.

Mr. PEPPER: Before we hear cur witnesses; _I would like to submit
for the record a briefing paper prepared the staff of the subcom-
mittee, dealing with the disease of alcoholism. Hearing no ObjC.c-tiom so ordered.

[The briefing paper submitted by Chairman Pepper f011OWSA

CRISIS IN HEALTH CAREPART 2: ALCOHOLISM

_ _ _ -BRIEFING PAPER PREPARED BY THE STAFF OP THE ArsComMTITEZ ON HEALTH AND LONG-
TERM CARE, HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON AGING, JUNE 10, )983

1, INTRODUCTION

Historically, those Who suffer from alcoholism have been the subject of ridiculeamusement and contempt Though mane_ of_these reactions linger, increasingly we
have come to recognize the_problem of alcohol abuse as-a-diaerrae, rather than a vio-lation of social mores. Alcoholics; formerly condemrikl for their fragile willpowerand self-destructive tendencies; are now largely perceived as the victims of an ill-ness.

With this increased- awareness, a variety of social _and_ medical programs have
evolved to help alcoholics and stern their rising _numbera Despite these efforts the
economic and social coats ircurred by those afflicted with the dileak remain apressing policy concern. _

TWelve to fifteen million Americans are -alcoholics. Alcoholics comprise one infour patients admitted to hospital& Most of them suffer debilitating illnesses exacer-bated by their alcohol abuse that result in particularly costly lengths of stay. Nevet-theleas; or many an undiminished social stigma and lack of specific insurance cov-erage induces inappropriate hospital use when treatment could be provided just aseffeetively in less costly settings, Current reliance on the hoSpital care setting re-flects, to a large degree; our ration's bias toward the traditional medical model_.
doctors, nurses, and ospitals-when perhaps the greatest treatment benefits in thisarea may come from counseling and rehabilitation rather than physiological inter-vention:

In contrast, various lower cost,_alternative treatment modalities have theiVri Con-siderable success. In the forefront of the low cost modalities, is Alcoholics Anony!
mous, a way of life as well as a treatment regimeh that is Practiced in 22,000 groupsserving more than 400;000 members across the country. Ektween the two extremes
of Alcoholics_ Anonymous and the -inpatient__ hospital setting lie a number of other
treatment settings; including storefront social service programa outpatient therapysessions; inpatient and freestanding_ centers,_ and behavior modification prograiria
practicing aversive conclitioni_ng. Associated costs range from $285 per day fin treat-nient provided in 28-day inpatient programs to $17-35 per day for eqrrelly successful"recovery homes." _

In addition, the policy debate is further confrieed by the question of whether it is
more cost effective to treat alcoholism or the related_medicatproblems often meted todisguise the primary disagnosis. Hospital beds are fittest with patients sufferingfrom gastrointestinal, cardrovaacularnervoug,_and orthopedic prob!etne that resultfrom alcohol abuse. Proponents of targeted _treatment programs maintain that Mier-all health care costs are reduced_when alcoholic% are trued sp-etificAlly for drink-ing problems. In fact, an alcohol abuser is said to use an average of $1,372 more per
year in medical care sersicer dun a -nen.abufier. Up to 70 percent of the cases in-
volving alcohol are said to be arciaked by surrogate diagnosis.

_ As the debate continues, the problem worsens A quarterof a trill/ion people de-
velop drinking problems every -year, with seciousincreases now_being noted amongteenagers; white collar workers,_physiciana_and women: A patchwork quilt of alco-hol intervention and treatment programs exist with an array of resources bSing
fereel at local, state, and _federal levels of gocerrinient as well as by the private
sector. Neverthelesa the sum of these efforts appears to be inadequate to the task athand. Some estimate that up to 85 percent of the nation's problem drinkers are re-ceiving no form of treatment at all:
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II. DIMENSION OF THE PROBLEM

Abbut two thirds of the adult population (66 percent ^f women and 77 percent of
men) report at least occasional use of alcohol: Per capita consumption in this coun-
try averages aliout 2.6 gallons per year.

While social use of alcohol is common, a minority (about ta percent/ consume
more than half the total. These individuala are considered problem drinkers and
heavy users._ Most are alcohol dependent or in some stage of alcoholism;

Alcoholism is the third most prevalent disease in the country. Twelve to 15 mil-
lion Americans are either alcoholic or have serious woblenui directly related to the
abuse of alcohol: Up to 35 million more individuals are estimated to be affected

Although estimates are imprethei_alcoholisrn and alcohol abuse have been
implicated in half of all automobile accident& half of all homicides, and one-quarter
of all suicides. Alcohol abuse is a major factor in divorce mid accounts for perhaps
40 rcent of all problems brought to family courts:

he economic cost of alcoholism and alcohol abase, a major portion of which is
lost work productivity, may be as high as $120 billion annually; Furthermore, alce-
hol abuse may be responsible for up to 15 percent of the nation's health rare costs.
Alcoholics use significantiy greater amounts of medical services than do nonalcoho
lies for _a wide range of physical problems caused by or associated with excessive
drinking.

Alcohol (ethanol )-_-,especially when consumed in large quantities or habitually us
related to various health problems such as organ damage (Particularly, the hver),
brain dysfunction, cardiovascular disease, and mental disorder& It has a significant
effect on mortality rates. Iri*eneral, the life expectancy of alcoholics is 10 to -12
years shorter than average. Cirrhosis of the _liver, a direct result of long-term alco-
hol consumption, is currently the fourth leading fatal cliseAse in the United States.
When other effects of alcohol abuse are counted; alcoholismis an even more signal:
cant mortality factor. In addition, alcoholics have significantly higher suicide rates
than do winalcoholics (up to 58 times greater in some groups of alcoholiok) and acci-
dent rates that are significantly greater than normal. Each of these factors results
in a significant _number of deaths for individuids who abuse alcohol at all age lemek
In terms of morbidity, it has been estimated that alcoholic patient comprise from
30 to 50 percent of all hospital admissions excluding obitetrics. While these admis-
sions are most often for other disorders, alcoholism complicates the patients' recov-
ery.

'The following list contains the most frequent alcohol associated medital condi-
tions

1. Pneumonia.
2. GaStiititi,
3. G.I. bleeding.
4. Pancreatitis.
5. SiOnficant Traumaparticularly head trauma and burns.
6. Electrolyte Imbalance.
7. Infection.
8. Ane_rniasevere.
9. Diabeteamellitus,_ uncontrolled.
10: Neuromuscular disease.
II: Hepatitis;
12: Malnutrition.
13: 1.11ennec's disease.
14. Cardiac disease:
15. Other underlying psychiatric problems.

Ateohdlism and aging
Seniors with alcohol_problerns are roughly divided into two categories:time with

a history of !'problem_drinking" and those whose later onset of alcoholism an:dais:o-
ho' problems is linlml_tuspecific conditions associated with age Among the-factors
contributing to the problem of alcoholism among the elderly are the following:

Seniors are more likely to encounter situations that are known to contribute to an
onset of problem drinking Retirement, unrewarding inerealed leisure-and physical
and social isolation are all potential_ threats to the maintenance Of self esteem.
Theie situations may trigger destructivebehaviors such as problem drinking

Siinilarly, -in later life people are more likely_ to encounter grief and loneliness.
The death of a spouse family member or close friemi has been cited as contributing
to drinking problems. Since nearly twice as many_w_ornen survive beyond age of 06
as do men, women may be particularly vulnerable to the onset of alcoholusm-as
result of loneliness and grief. Professioml opinions indicate that alcohol idler&
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temporary relief from the pain of loneliness, self-doubt. and fears. This observation
is congruent with the observation that socialization can be effective in treating alco-
KO!

Twentytive percent of_all prescrilation drugs are consumed by the aging: Many of
the drugs areknown to interact achwrsely with alcohol:_

Alcohol consumption as well as the aging process decreases sensory and motor
functions: This leads to a higher probability of accidents, and thus a greater utitiza-
tion_of_health care resources.

Alcohol abuse also interferes with proper nutrition. This problem is especially se-
rious for the lower-Income aging whose nutrititional status may already be margin-
al Noi only does alcohol disrupt the appetite. but the redistributionolthe_food
budget to cover the cost of drinking frequently results in reduced or Ices nutritious
food consumption.

Estimates of the number_of_seniors_with alcohol problems vary. In a _Veterans!
Administration review; 13 percent of those surveyed_ were alcoholics, Other broad
studies_ place the total at between 5 and 8 percent; while specific studies of captive
populations -place -the total much higher-Reviews of hospital occupancy conclude
that at Last 20-25 percent of all Hospital bils are occu_pied by _people with medical
problems related to alcehol abuse. Persons aged 65 and over accounted for over one-
quarter of all discharges ono over one-third ofpatient days of care in all_ nonYeder-
al shortstay Kozpitals. Almoet 9 percent of those aged 64 anti over who used_psychi-
atrie facilities were diagnosied with alcohol disorders. The_percentage of alcoholics
aged 414 or over in VA hospitals is estimated to be 1f percent:

The consensus seems to indicate- alcoholism is a particular problem for_ the elder-
ly. While the full depth of that problem haa_yet to be determined. Xhist
10 percent_ of the elderly hive alcohol problems- appears conservative: Widowers
over the lige of 75_have the highest rate of alcoholism of any grouts in the countilf,
The prevalence of this problem is compounded by the fact tliat- physidlogicall
changes connected with age result both in a lowered toleraace fate alWr1.4)i and own
increase in its toxic effects:

III. TREATMENT

_until the 1950rs treatment for alcoholism was more likely -to haws been Mesmer-
ation_or custudiiA care in State mental hospitals than medical or psychologital ther-
apy: Since that time, with the determination that alcoholism is a disease, a number
of _treatment modalities have developed. These treatment alternatives are outlined
below:

1 Aleoholugri Specific Appropches:
tai Alcoholics Arvorivmous: This is a self-hel program; a fellowship of men_ and

women who have "recovered" from their own 'sease and who maintain their sobri-
ety by sharing their ex_periences_, strengths anct_hopes with_ others to help them
attain and maintain sobriety_ It is by far the most effective of all programs but; es-
pecially with the late-onset group of elder's, alcoholics; does not meet all of the pa
tients needs; and; in some cases; actively estranges some who ttaist find help tW.-
where.

Ibt Aversion nierzpy:.
AnUititne iDistaiti...-nt This- is-a drug which- produces_ very unpleasant and

sometimes ilangerous symptoms, if taken when alcohol is consumed. It can only be
administered with the info: fined knowledge and consent of the patientthese can
never-tie presumed.

HypnoversionAn attempt through autosuggestion hypnosis to induce an
aversion to alcohol.

Oh Medical AversionThe use of various emetic drugs to produce a conditioned
reflex of Pavlovian nature.

2. Multidisciplinary Approaches: The include both socialhuitonand_ medical
models_largely derived from the oigirud rrsammendations of NeWott Bradley M.D.
These comprise the .ntajority of in-patient treatment rtiimU They use inuIdisti-
pliriary _ten= involving m,thcal_ care. psychiatric, Wilzig service, envi-
ronmentn1 manipulation and,-where in-dacided, e ic twos. TI*Y are aei at-
tempt to treat the "whtde patient" but are basically alcol5odiair, and not gercintologit
oriented.

3. Sticia-psychiatrk Awroachia: These are hihtely directed toward stresses of
aging. based in geriatric services and applied in particular to socioeconomically dis-
advantaged.

4. Ikharior Modification: Based on rec_ognition of the learning _Prosest_areishe
role it plays in the development of behavior and attitudes towards it; it attempts to
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replace undesirable behavior with desirable behavior through stimulus change and
intervention

5: Group Therapy:l.'Phis has long been accepted as themost_ effective_method for
treating alcoholics. -It involves- getting in_touch with feelings and_emotions and ac-
ceptance of self and Others. It is frequently reality-based and_involves confrontation
with sensitivity. It requires well-trained group facilitators and utilizes peer feedback
and su_p_port.

6. individual Counseling. This is most iffect:ve when used in conjunction with
other forms of therapy. It is rarely effective when used alone.

7. Family Therapy: One of the newer approaches to emerge is the involvement Of
family members in_ the therapeutic process which helps to reatbust interpersonal re-
lationships within the family unit

in general, it appears all of those methods of-treatment are effective._ thoug_h no
one method has proven-completely satidectory.in all cases; regardless of-the meth
odology employed, the OTA estimates the cost of not providing care exceeds the cost
of treatment.

With that fact established, the ;.*.ntral policy _question remaining seems to be not
whether reimbursement far_ tha_tr_eatinetnt of alcohcason ishoald be provided, :ha
whether current reimbursement policy supports_theprovisaze of the host cost-effec-
tive treatiiienat. Available_evidence seems to indicate this_ isnot the cue. The medi-
cally bii.ied inpatient rehabilitation services recognised by Medicare and other Fed-
eral programs are the most expensive treatment alternatives. -There nine evidence
to suggest they are any more effective than primarily nonmedical inpatient models
or out patient treatment.

IV. RESOURCES AVAILABLE TO COMBAT ALCOHOLISM

Public acceptance of alcoholism as a treatable disease _ has- brought about rapid
growth in the number of public and private treatment agencies over the last decade.
Theme dramatic ct%rigesiii attitude-darted to come about following the official rec.
isrnition of alcoholism as a disease by both -tile World Health Organisation &M.Th.
American Medical Association in the mid-1950's. But it was -not until the mid-1960's
that telianges_began to take place in society's view and in the treatment d Wwhol-
ism. Thesechangee came about as a result of three important court tViciifini which
supported_ the concept that _alcoholisin_wass disease and not a crime; the recommen-
dation* of governmental and private commissions_ which found that alcoholism
should he a health issue not handled by the criminidjustice system; and tinally_h*
irilatiVe reform. Legislative reforms have i included _decriminalisation of pub-tic intoxi-
cation in 34 Suitt* and the creation of a variety oof public prewar= to help the alco-
holic and his or her family thratightiat the attain.

In all there are now eleven FecWhil dePartinenta and nearly_30_individual agen-
cies and independent governmental orruarations-that are involved in activities rue
lated_to alcoholism and alcohol-related reblerns. Theas- iiithide -the IX0pArtmints of
Health_andliuman Serviceo, Agriculture., Commerce, ifelense, Handing and Urban
Development.interior.__Justice and State. Services and programs sponscaed range
from direct treatment services to training. education and research.

NtiteL4
The first_ Federal taw concerning alcblioliam was pealed in 1968. The "Alcoholic

Rehabilitation Act. Public Law 90 -574, eta-raced the anitept that ltesltti cartiliefre
ices should_be provided to the alcohoa;rathU than punitive-measures. In 1970 this
initiative VMS greatly expanded in the enactment of the CO-ciipreltelleise-AluW
Abuse and_ lisin_PreventioraTreatment and Rehabilitation Kct Of 1970,
Law 9I-616. This major legislativeinkiative established far the first time a diactii-
tioriary public-health program to assist States; local_ ta and commanitiU
to identify- and dreirs the needs of_alixitiolicait _the establishment of the
National bad AkcolWisin (NLVaci. sada .modest_ of treatment
services prevemWon and research efforts on

The National hittitiite Altial -Abuse and_ McohalismANLeluoutck one of_three
institutes within the Alcolag. arig-Abnire And Munal Health Pahniniitration;_bas
experienced large recent cutbacks. The CiiiiiiilaAs Baget_Rstancilitrion.Act of 1981
and subsequent continuing rUcilutions hinre -rut -NIAAA's buAget in half and re.
ducat its personnel from 191 to 116. As with ADAMHA.-the services tniaistndicei
of the- institute bas virtually been_plused out. With gaily research- said ha-
vestment in clinical_trainingaurviving. The National enter of Alcolail-Educa
and the National Clearinghouse of Alcohol information. two repositories kr the
sel:nine-6m of information; have also been eliminated.
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n-eatrnent
The Federal Government has a substantial stake in_ the funding of alcoholism

treatment services. An ectirruilted two-thirds of the direct costs of alcoholism 'creat-
mentprograms are paid for through Federal; State. and local government p

Federal programs include employee-benefit insurance pocketed such as thrNerliFide?-
al Employees Health Benefit Plans; services provided by the Armed- Forces and Vet,
erans' Administration- (VA)- heapitals, including-the Civilian Health and Medical
Program of the UniforMed Services (CHAMPUS); and until recently, p_rogruns
funded by the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAA) (now in-
corporated in block grants to States). In addition, and most important for present
considerations, the Medicare program pays substantial amounts for the treatment of
alcoholism.
__Jo fiscal_ year 1982; Medicare paid an estimated $150 million to treat alcoholism
and alcohol-based disorders-. Extrapolating from _comparable figures for -1979 sug-
gests that approximately 90 percent of this- total was spent for institutional care
alone; the remainder was paid to physicians for reek serviced.
Miraficari
__ Medicare _is a nationwide; federal! e adeeinistzred health insurance program au-
thorised iii I965 to cover the costs of hospitalization. medical sans. and some related
services for eligible persons over age 61 Since its inception, Medicare haii not epT7
cifically provided benefits for-the treatment Of idcolkilism. Rather, under the hospi-
tal insurance component Of Metiriicare (Part A) alcoholism is treated as a psychiatric
dikirder under the general category ofpsychiatric health service its hospitalization
benefit for a peydilatric disorder in a paychiatric_hospitalialimitedto 190 days per
lifetime. For treatment of alcoholism in psychiatric ward of a general hospital;
on _the other hand; the standardAphysical illness) Part A Medicare reimbursement
and coverage provisions apply; _90 days of hospital- care in each benefit period with
$304 deductible, and -25- percent copayment alter -60 days, as well as a lifetime re-
serve of 60 days with a 50-percent copayment. Acterding to N1AAA, the original
limitation on psychiatric care was to avoid Medicare's reirribursitv_"custodial cam'
since Medicare was intended only to insure against illness that were being actively
treated.

The supplementary medical insurance component of Melicare_IPart_BI provides
partial coverage (or outpatient psychiatric services. The formula is complicated: but
it_ results _ in a 50-percent coinsurance benefit with a mazimun reimbursement of
$250 per year. For physical illness ;_ however; Medicare pays 80 percent of a Oiya.1-
cian's reasonable charge after $75 deductible. Although outpatient psychiatric serv-
ices are limited to a maximum reimbursement -o7 125* a year, there is no limit on
reimbursement for physicians' -services for Medical or psychiatric care while apa-
tient is in a psychiatric ward of a general hospital. The original limit on coverage of
outpatient care was consistent with such limits by private insurers.

The Medicare program essentially funds providers who are _physicians or are
under the direct supervision of a physician performing aervkm incident to those of
a physician. This has meant_that_many non,acute care facilities and treatmentoen,
less that offer non,physician-heal care have not been eligible for reimburser
under the generic statutes of the_ Medicare program: Until recently, many such pro-
grams were funded directly by NIAAA.
Medicaid

The Medicaid program provider medical assistance to low- income individuals and
families. Treatment coats are shared by the States and the Federal Government.
Each participating State States except_ Arizona) most provide certain
health services, according to Medicaid reTruktions. Sestet however, have eulistritial
leeway concerni speciEc and ptienntere regUktiMil.

/keen :ling -a-major lation in the Medicaid program (by Statute) is
the exclusion Of Feckral firianciid participation for care in pmcruatric institutiens
for persons between the ages a 22 and U. With respect to other treatment aettini.
Medicaid may theoretically_povick more options for treatment._ &Moo& Medicaid
statutes do not specifically_mention alcoholism treatment. For *tan:0e; States have
considerable latitude in defining_physician_partkipation.Seevices_Inot be -those
incident to_aphysician't and clinics may be reimbursed for the services of wager*
Fessionalreiu&litation counselors:

In 1978; Medicaid provided 6 percent (15 IMIlicr) of the total rectipft_a_Nmuk-
funded alcoholism treatment centers. Information concerning how rat Medicaid
provictet.; to culler alcoholism treatment services is net readily available. in one
study; the investigators found that 4 bi the 45 State Want they reviewed referred
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specifically to treatment_ for .alcoholism; :" irf the 4 allowed coverage, I explicitly ex-
coverage, and I limited coverage to detoxification. Eight other states were

found to have plans providing a relatively favorable environment for inpatient alco-
holism treatment coverage. And 23 States- were found to-have plans providing a seta-
tiyely favorable environment for outpatient services. Annual-levels of reimburse-
ment for alcoholism treatment, when reported. were generally low in 197S.
$t.-sem in Mississippi, Passison in Maine. $1.409,000 in Washingtont, except in New
fork t$32 lantllioni A survey conducted by NIAAA in 1976 indicated that all State
Medicaid agencies reimbursed fur inpatient care of organic illness related to alcohol-
hsm. and a majority reimbursed fur_ outpatient care for such. illnesses. However, a
satsetant tally lower portion of State Medicaid agencies reimbursed for the treatment

alcoholism rtie If, especially when that treatment was not in a medical setting.
.Mute (1(111-1tV

_ tie the National Drug and Alcoholism _Treatment Utilization Survey
NDATU.Sn, State governments provided $206 _million in_titiaderived funds to alcohol-

isni tiatment.rnters in host _or 21.9 percent of the total funds-Los al_governments
eontributeil $9'- million, or 10.3_ percent of the total: Although the _States constitute
the largest bingle source of funding for arc Bolter services, they typicalty do not op
sear treatment programs directly. The States' .role cenaist-s of allocating resources
frdni v:yrious funding sources to-local programs. In -addition. some Stater, Cali-
fornia ) have diaelopeil statewide alcoholism health- insurance -programa for their
employees Increasingly. State legislatures are considering mandating. or requiring.
its an option. insurance coverage for alcoholism treatment, By Septenitier 30, -19S1,
such legislation had been enacted iss 33 States, had been defeated in 14, was being
considered in 2_, and had not been considered in only 1 State.
_ Because of changes in Federal grants, States have more latitude it, deciding how
Federal funds are spent; at the same. time; they have fewer funds. In fiscal year
19s3,_ percent [Lir the _saitelitssck _grant for alcoholism; drug abuse, and mental
health had to be aillocated to alcoholism; in 19S3 and _1984-, funds_may be_transferrad
by the States -from-alcohol and -dr-ug_abuse, to menial health, In_ fiscal year 19a1,
block- grant allocations- for alcohol, drug abuse, and mental health _services were
found to be 20 percent lower than the levels of predecessor categorical programs: in
the first 1 months of the new block grant -program. 15 percent of alcoholism, drug
abuse, arid mental health grants had been drawn by the States.

V. ADEQUACY OF CURRENT easouticsa

There are two fundamental limitations to the existing alcohol treatment pro
grams First. regardless of the treatment method; only negligible - efforts are directed
at outreach programa. designed to identify the untreated alcoholic._The_combination
ol _this mininial_outreach effort -and the general tendency from denial _aseociated al-
coholism,provides a high probability the aging alcoholic will go _untreated.

The Office of Technology Asies4irnerst estunates the yearly cost of each_alcoholk to
be in excess of $10,1)00, If only a portion of the sum could lie recovered by a mods-fa
ately effective treatment system, significant reductions in the economic, social and
health care costs of alcohol abuse would be possible.

S.:cond. for those identified as alcoholics, professional treatment efforts are-defeat-
ed by restrict.:ve reimbursement policies and regulations. To the extent publie re-
soercesaire directed at the problem, their em_phasis is on the MOtri wetly trea,,nent
alternatives. Prolesaienal _activities associated with the essential "contire:um of
care" or after care_ use not reimbursed under existing regulations. In fact, there is
evidence to suggest man)._ alcoholics are treated _as_ inpatients simply because out
pilte.nt care is tlot available under_ government programs

A Depaetment of Health and Human Services audit concluded in September of
documented this problern._The DHHS audit reviewed alcohol_ treatm_ent

ties- operating in three-States. The audit concluded 7.7, percent of the_hospital days
said to be associated with-the alcolfel treatment -were inappropriate. Medicare pay-
ments for these inappropriate charges totaled V125,0oo.

In addition. the audit identified:
1. Patients svho were moved from one fi7eility-to another in order to escape-lb-0g

on treatment and continue Medicare funding-In one case a 66 year old-IVIedi-
care patient *as put on a champagne flight to Las Vegas for treatment at a Nevada
hospital after he had used up the treatment allotment in the California branch of
the alcohol treatment chain.

2. Quota systems employed to eiesourage hospital admisssona by the counselors:
_ Poor cure and inadequate general health services resultiseg_frorn attempting to

iluslify alcohol treatmeta centers as acute hospitals for reimbursement purposes. In
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one case, a woman weighing 64 pounds was admitted to an alcohol unit and ob-
served for two days before being transferred to imether facility where she died 10
days later. She had been sufferimr_from malnutrition.

The audit also questioned the repeated hoapitalization and treatment of some pa-
tients. Auditors identified one individual who received treatment at public expense
more then 50 times. There was no record of attempted follow-up or after care be-
tween the periods of hiapitrilization.

VI. CONCLUSION

The development of the current system for treating alcoholics and alcohol abusers
has been closely tied to funding and reimbursement policies of bOth private and gov-
ernmental insurance programs. Since the acceptance of alcoholism as disease over
25 years ago, an elaborate medically based treatment system for alcoholism has
evolved. In some cases, development of treatment services has preceded reimburse,
ment policy: in otlic.r ".aces; however; treatment seems to have developed around
what is reimbursel le:

In rem.* years, s nisi, Of private insurance companies, employers, and thS
Federal Government have expanded benefits for alcoholism treatment. Reimburse-
ment for acute medical care as well as inpatient treatment for alcolvolise is cur-
rently available, although coverage is not universid._Non-hospital-bred treatments
including outpatient care, after re, and non-irielly-coistiUd residential care, are
less frequently reimburaed, although there is a trend toward 4teVeloping such bane-
fita. -Thirty-three States currently Mandate some form of coverage by health insur-
ers for ilciiholism treatments.

Recent emphasis on expanding insurance benefits for alcoholism treaWent stems
from belief that the costs of not providing _alcoholism treatment are gre itet than
the costa of_ providing such treatment. Whether atcoholiszn_tremment should be re.
imbureed at all; therefore; doea not seem oo be at issue. -The essential question at
this point seems to-be whether current rtinibiirsement policy suipvorts the provision
Of the most cost-effective treatments. Cost anal yse. indicate the beneficial effects of
alcoholism treatment, yet Questions remain as to whether ineffective treatmenteare
being employed and concerns about whether lower costtreatment alternatives (such
as non hospital care) are available to treat alcoholics but are not bed met

The nation's health care budget has expanded to adman 10 percent of the gross
national product, and although efforts have Wen-Made to improve benefiti for alto-
holism treatment, increasing such benefits conflicts with needs to reduce health
care expenditures. There is an obvious need to develop more efficient alcoholism
treatment system. With such a system it is leas likely that services will be denied to
a large number of people or that costs will be prohibitive.

Ms. FERRARO. Our first witness to open the hearing this morning
is one of the country's most distinguished actors; Jason Robards.

Mr. Robardi, if I could just take 1 minute. I know as is evidenced
by the applause that this audience gave you when you came in,
that the audience knows you; But I did want to j say_ one thing;
that perhaps they did_ not know, and that is that in 1172 Jason_Ro-
bards was almost killed in an automobile accident. Had he died,
this Nation would have had a tremendous loss of one of the great-
est contributors to our culture.

In 1977, Jason Robards won an award for "All the President's
Mert."_And do you_ remember that movie? _How wonderful he was
In_1978 for "Julia," another academy award; an oscar.

just flew back from Florida. I did a speech down there and the
film on the plane was "Max Dugan Returns" and you were dyna-
mite. Currently he is on the Broadway Stage appearing right now
in marvelous revival of "You Can't Take It With You," which I am
going to go see;

I cannot tell you how pleaSed I am that you are with us thii
morning. The fosters around the room indicate how terribly in
volved Jason Robards has become with the National Commission
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on Alcoholism and what a vital spokesman he is for it I welcome
you and I welcome your testimony. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF JAgON ROBARS
Mr. ROBARDS. Thank you; Congresswoman Ferraro and Senator

Pepper_ and Congressman Biaggi, for _having me here today to ad-
dress this very importaht issue which affects, as we know, many
more millions than the statistics give u&

If I may please read a statement, and then I would appreciate it
if you would ask me anything.

FERRAM Proceed
Mr. ROBARDS. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, all

of you are aware, and fortunately I am, too, that I was invited here
this morning because I am an alcoholic; Recognition of this status
was probably a more dramatic event than any drama I have ever
played.

The number_ of alcoholics in America today is estimated to be_5
to 15 million. I quarrel with that. We have a population of close to
250 million, and I would say that unbeknownst to a lot -of us,_ it
would be close to lea million_ whose_ lives _are directly affected bi-,
alcohol, net through side effectS which families suffer.

Thirty to fifty percent of all hospital admissions-are-alcohol re-
lated: And it is a particular problem in the elderly. We have loneli-
ness and retirement. We have what to do with ourselves and it is
party time and we are retired and before we know it; the system is
not able to handle even physiologically the breakdown of even a
very minor consumption of alcohol.

Thirty-two_ million people -will be -aver 0 by the year 2080 and
4'4 to 5 million will be alcoholics. We know the implications of al-
cohol on the automobile disasters. Most of these figures you are
aware of because they are statistics which I read on your fact
sheet. I am one of your statistics.

I have found that making a public; _personal_ statement about my
affliction with the disease of alcoholism has helped many people,
friends and strangers alike, to take a closer look at _themselves in
relationship to this disease, and many_ of them _seek help. It has
given me the greatest feling of accomplishment that I have had in
my life. I feel that this accomplisrrient is more than any I have
made.

An alcoholic is defined, in its most simplest terms, as a person
who_drinks or who has problems with drinking, and in spite of it
continues to drink.

I started drinking in the Navy; This is_not_to run down the Navy,
because it is sort of a way of life there. But, because I was young at
that time and it was not readily available at sea, I did not think I
had a problem; It_did not affect my work or behaFiior; In fact,_ after
the service and while a struggling actor in New York, my first wife
and I could only afford a bottle a year that we- put in the Christ-
rnas__punch. Diming the yeari_it was an _occasional beer.

With success, success is a big thing that enters here, when "The
Iceman Comett"_1 drank more._ But as far as F was cariceraed, I
had no problems There was much evidence to support the fact that
I did indeed have a problem; faithlessr-es, divorm then Feiner-
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riage; then divorce again, a sole interest in work to the exclusion of
all else but drinking: I chose_ to ignore all _of This and sationalizeit
as part of my profession and the ever-ambitious climb upward. In
retrospect; it is now easy- to see; I had the disease. Unfortunately;
you do not wake up in the morning with red spots or something.
You wpke up and yot, need a drink.

And this is an importa_nt_pottlt. Work is the last thing to gain
the alcoholic's des. ont. Work is our last vestige of sel -fsteem. We
never op_ to see along the way that are pointing to the end
of out wars, aria; hence; our road.

My _road ended in 1977 in a drunken, gruesome, single car acci-
den;._._ It was fortunate there was nobody else around and I did not
do other damage. I crashed my car into a mountainside, less than -1
mile from home. This WFJ no accident; I_ was traveling this road
from _a beginning a broken home; an alcoholic father, despite suc-
cess very_ low self-esteem, a denial of my gifts, a denial of my drink-
ing problem, more_broken homes of fmy own doing;_a denial of a
new and wonderful home, wife and c'hild, and finally a denial of
my own life because all vital functions had stopped after the acci-
dent.

Miraculously, I was pumped back to life a-nd the pieces reassem-
bled; _and yet, after my recovery; I_ started_ drinking_avin and did
not stop until I year later when I stopped denying I had a drinking
problem: My stew_ play; my _work; was going; -my _wife and child
Keregoing, and I knew that I was going. This time it was for wind.

I stopped because of love, the love of my wife and child, and
somewhere_ inside me a tiny bit of love for myself that said, '_'_You
really can he tkit nice guy you were when you were a kid." That
was 9_years ago.

If-'sti:-ent began to return and my shyness began to leave. I
began a s... cond life, first in living,- second in working.- But the foun-
dations of love and care were the basis of this new life. The success
and recognition of my work were and are secondary.
_ I say all _this because I would like_ some answers. How can- we
help 10 to 15 million pe9ple? AS I said before, -I quarrel with thit
figure;_l think -it is much more: It seems clear to me that an early
education in the causes and symptoms of the disease is essential.
Although I had lived with an alcoholic, I had never really looked
upon my father as such He may have been short on rent and TOW
at times, but he wa.s always there, he was mine, and I loved him.
His career as an actor had_careened to a halt because of drink and
he died relatively young after giving up the boOte, too late to have
the_health and the youth to work:

The stigma_of the disease; the perception as a laOk of self-control
and self-indulgence or moral hankruptpy, is slowly fading, but it
still _definitely remains; Alcoholism is Al progressive disease; it
slowly destroys. The ability to function linvrs for a long_time; all
the while the impairment is building; whether it be the heart; the
liver, emotional stress or motor reflexes. are getting set for a
massive malfunction _unless intervention takes place;

More treatment clinics or _centers; easier access for families and
principals to them, the nonhospitalized ap_proach in cases not at
crisis levels and intense followup p ; whatever is effective
for each individual and circumStancer.°Kria1517Eunportant that we begin
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to recognize and develop programs to arrest and prevent this dis-
ease. Physicians need to recognize this, too.

I have been working with the Mayo Clinic and we go to doctors
around the country and give them _a program on alcoholism. Many
doctors prescribe drugs to people for sinus for various congestive
ailment& You can tell; doctors have told me, by the weight of the
ppaatient file and how many visits- they have had, that alcohol has
been- involved. It is evident just by the weight of the person's per-
sonal medical file.

Physicians need to recognize their responsibility in candidly tell-
ing theit patients that weight loss and blood pressure; strew; or
whatever is caused or complicated by excessive drinking, which can
cause alcoholism.

I hate one last thing that I must say. I do not want to bite the
hand that feeds me, sometimes feeds me, television: But iF am very;
very upset abreit the television commercials Florifykr the macho
image of 'ougalugging beer in a senseless invitat for _young
people to drink; I know my 8-yearld son; if we see a football
game, we watch television very infrequently hut we see these
sports heron doing these things; he wants a six-pack of apple juice
to belt down. This is a beginning in a way when we permeate our
young with this Every kid wants to emulate his hero and that in-
cludes drinking:

My gratitude to the committee for your efforta and for allowing;
me to come here and remember. I must Tay that any help costs less
than no help. Thank you veil much.

Ms. FERRARO. I want to thank vou for your very moving testimo-
ny; Mr: Robards: Let me just make an additional comment regard-
ing the media and their approach with, commercials to the problem
of alcoholism

The one thing I am always pleased to see; as a mother of teenage
children, is the commercial, and I uess it is put on by the Nation-
al Commission on Alcoholism which shows that there is a real

that there can be problem drinkers who are teenagers. You
know the commercial where the problem drinker is a child; a
young child.

Mr. ROBARDS. I am not a television viewer:
Ms._ FERRARO. It is a marvelous commercial that focuses in on the

fact that there may be people drinking who we do not know about;
whether they are teenagers or they are elderly. That _this is a prob-
lem that does not manifest itself sometimes on a daily basis for us
to be aware of; but which is occurring throughout our society,

One of the things ihat you said that I thought was very interest-
ing, was that work is a last vestige of self-esteem; and to many al-
coholics low self-esteem is part of the whole syndrome.-lonToday's recession has pushed a lot of people out of work. Today's
recession has forced a lot of people into early retirement. The
recent bodget cuts have given a lot less people the ability to func-
tion- -within our society with a feeling of pride.

What is your view on what could be the long-term effects, espe-
cially with reference to the elderly?

Mr. ROBARDS. You mean about losing sel -f Esteem? What one does
is try to blank out as _you say, early retirement; loss of jobs: I_ know
in my own case anytime I would use alcdhol not to get drunk par-
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ticUlarly, but to not face the problems that I had. And I felt that as
long as I was in that sort of fog, I did not have to face it And it is
a trap into alcohol, into the disease itaelf. I think it is alnioit a for
mula that_ it would increase the rate of alcoholism in this kind of
situation. You have to feel self--worth.

You know; all of- us, -no matter how heafthy our egos, have our
various stages of life. We have these moments of; gee,1 wonder if
my self-esteem drops a bit. I think if it is taken away from you by
lack of work; lack of where you are going, you will go into some
form of tryng to forget it; with drugs. or alcohol; or Valium:

Ms. FERRARO. You said another thing I thought was extremely
interesting: You said, "I drank on several occasiorts. I drank but I
had no problem." The accident_ obviously was what brought you
face to face with the problem. What abbilt those pen le who are
going through life, also elderly, saying to thems-elves, I drink but -I
have no problem." How do we get them to recognize that they hove
a dis,ase? How do we get tl-icm to set help'

Mr. ROKARDS. Confrontation is one _of the hardest things to Jo. I
have h:isri friends *hat 'S. have tried to help or say something to; and
they resent it terrifically. In fact, one of my best friends,_ whtt is
now not drinking tifirlIlOirE.; did not speak to me for 2 yea= bectease
I confronted him.

But the only thing_you can do is take those insults or whatever
they throw at you. If you care enough about another person; you
have to keep confronting them. And if enough people do, they_ will
finally say; "Maybe somebody out there was right, maybe I do have
a problem."
_I hate to have it come to the point where everybedY will say,

"Well; let them hit the bottom and that is the end. They then will
either die or they will pick themselves up and go on You hate to
see that halipen. That is prollabl one reason why I etri here et=
pressing this, to have people do some self -examining:

Ms. FERnARO. I certainly want to thank you for your testimony.
Mr. PEPPER. Mr; Robards, thet I should be some kind of a medal,

some sort cif a national rewai for such courage as you have exhib-
ited in doing what you have.

It is even more difficult sometimes than running across an open
space when they are shooting at you

There are two things that v.w mentioned. One is our committee
has done what it could to remove age as the basis for minds
retirement of people from their work because as you indiCateedd

loneliness and idleness tend to encourage drinking, or something
like that.

Our legislation adopted in 1978 provicW that if _you work for the
Federal Government; you cannot be forced to quit~ even if you are
as old_ as Methuselah as long as you are doing your Ms. No age kr
the criteria. The same thing is true with people out Of Federal
work in general, with a flew exceptions, --they cannot be made to
quit below 70. We are_t liigisovr to lift that 7e aci that age will be
no more a _criteria in_employment than sexism or racism is a crite-
ria in employment. We_feel if we can keep people busy doing some-
thing, having meaningful employment, that tends to occupy their
time. and maybe have them get away from idienesa
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The tii.kt tiiitig aftr th(':, idleness is_ the loneliness._ SO many
people become :onely when they_get old. Maybe, AA I have, they
hae kik their rovely spouse. And I know my work is my satisfac-
tion; it keeps me from unhappy memories. You experience the
same thing.

WE need programs to bring people_together. I hope some time
that we can have young people who will organize some sort of an
Orgkiiiikititin So that young people would go visit olderand be with
them. (living them the comfort of their company, like_ the Big
Brother Organizations, where older people work with the young: it
would keep them employ_ ed.

Do_ you fees that keeping people employed_ and busy with their
activities and bringing_ into association with others to get rid
of loneliness and -the- like, will help_them_to avoid alcoholiStii?
_ Mr Riiii_AktiS. I think it iS_Vital. think we are a country that is
based on the worlf ethic and to suddenly remove it along with
loved ones that may be gone, leave a tremendous void. We have to
kei;P them working. creating, writing, painting whatever, being_ to-
gther. I feel it is vitally important that we do this I think it it
marVeliiOS that we can go and keep active with our friends as long
as our life lasts.

Mr. PEPPEIC_One other thing, we all respect the importance and
the right:., Of the media. printed and electronic; -but we I am sure,
do feel reluctant to allow anybody to profit by tempting other
people tO do things that may be to their death or their ruin:

Mr Romans. That is a_ big responsibility for advertisers--and
companies to have_t_hose ralicies. How we beat that I do not know'
The greed is incredible.

Mr. IltAGGi, Witt the Senator yield?
Mr. PEPPER. Yes,

BIAGi-a. On that point: -I thank the Senator for yielding. The
chairman raised that question and you made reference to the beer
cOnirrie whenhen young folks are looking at this macho image,
football and the like: We, in the Congress, have banned commer-
cialS for tobaCco, for cigarette smoking, and sale of cigarettes. Are
you suggesting that we should apply that ban to beer, and alcohol,
and Wine'? Are you siggesting_that we go further? We banned ciga-
rtte commercials on TV. It certainly_ sets up_ a state of mind, as to
the acceptability of alcohol to young folks. It becomes a fashionable
wait to go.

Mr. Roamtos. I _would not mind seeing that happen, I must say.
It is out there and availaiile and there are other ways_ to advertise
It except through -them edium_that reaches so many. People do not
read anymore in this country, Two_percent of the people buy booksz
so this iS a gigantic intoxicant in itself; television. This_is sublimi-
nal advertising: Yen know a kid goes out and plays a softball game
in high Seliticil. They have a case of beer at first base; if you get a
single, you get a drink. It is all related to accotripligrient through
sports. Sports are wry important to us, as we know; They are_tre-
niendously important, as are studies: they round out the iffdiVidital.

think to use it in this manner is dreadful. I would not mind
seeing aban.

Mr: BIAGGI. Thank you very much for your response. The argu-
riient that was Offered when Congress contemplated banning ciga-



rettes is that it would affect the whole industry. Well, the fact re,
mains it would affect the commercial industm_televition, and
media. The fact remains notwithstanding the banning; the ciga-
rettes have increased in Pales.

Mt. RtiftAktit. True. PrOhibition, that old bugaboo again.
Mr: PEPPER,. Mr. Robards, just want to add to what Ms-. Ferraro

said our profound _grataude_to you for your comma And an behalf
of a grateful kinetic& I thank you for what you are doing.

Mr. ROBARDS: Thin* you.
FERSARO. I must say, the news -of this hearintreally traveledfast; as well as the commenti being heard here today; bemuse evi-

&nay your story of_'!The Bishop and the Congrearirniiii" hiiis evi,
dently _reached the Diocese of Brooklyn -faster than the_ ap-eet of
light, because Eiehop__Sulliven is here. He init. went out to see
Jason Robards. We are going to invite him to join int at the table.
Bishop .Sullivan has evidently heard the story and a Sullivan is notgoing to let either a Ferraro or Biaggi get_ a better room up there;
He will be corning in in just a minute and I've is gtolo,gto- join
is the head of Catholic Charities for the Dicieeee of BrooLlyn; which
is the_ sponsor Of this center;

Bishop,- 1 invite you to may a few words to the hearing, and we
w 11 proceed with the next witness.

STATEMENT OF BISHOP SULLIVAN, HEAD, CATHOLIC CHARITIES
FOR THE DIOCESE OF BROOKLYN

Bishop SULLIVAN. I just want_to say _how much_we appreciate the
three distinguiched representetivta Of -ctinimng to this
community, where we have had acme excollent reprea-eritation,
only by Geraldine, but by Dennis Butler. The people of tiiis centersin many ways, to us,_ _represents a communal of hard Working
people; who alt their limes Supported :this_ great country and this
great city; they have come teirether. We have eW blocksfrom here, a seniorcitizenhoosing development that ha* served
the people of this community. And this center every day functions
as a great op?ortunity for an extended family to -COltie tovther.

They are iveople who are not cvily interested in their own; what
is gnOd for ?,fnem-, and _how by sz..,rsgtre their own interestis, but
most importantly_ for all the otner people. If you go up to this hem*
ing developoent they way:

we *tit for tune& toirt tVe know there_tee_eo 'IOW other Pm* who-have0* came right., the mane needs, and yet there in not anywhere war enfridmit ikwir
Jag.

I can only nay to the people here that We Inien fettr OtinmittO
senior citizen /*Ailing prOjects, three of which will be done thole
summer: And is our hope that in some way we ran reaped_ the
dignity of the people who have made such * contributiOci, iwensuch an image, Such an impoetant_kind_of model for what the
rest of us should become by the way they Live their liireTs is thii
community.

We are delighted that the representatives /Mire shown 'you Steen
respect bY heliding this hearing tee* in _yourpresencie. Thank yet.

MSC FERRARO. 1 tato:filet to you your sessemblyinan and
your soon-to-he State senator, George Amarato.
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I would ask our next witness to came to _the table; and while she
is doing_that.A _match _mikes so we do not_ have to hold thit
one Helen :Hernandez is director of public affairs for Embassy
Communications,producers of "Ardde Bunker's Place

HERNANDEz: 'Mink you:;
Ms._ 'nft/AARG. I am deiighted,_ _Ms. Hernandez, that you have

joined us. As many of you know, the opening scenes of the popular
television show; All in the Family" and "Archie_ Bunker's Place"
are filmed rghk: here. in the Ninth Congressional District There-
fore; it is only fitting that this hearing today will feature film clips
from recent episodes of "Archie Bunker's Place" dealing with the
problem of alcoholism;

I am_ delighted that Helen Hernandex, director of public affairs
for Embassy Tandem Communications is here today. Embassy has
conaistently lasen r,P: leader D1- bringing important social issues into
the Oiving rooms of millions of Americans.

It s vitally important that this type of programing continue; and
I commend Emba y Communicatiuns for their excellence;

have to tell you on_ a personal note_ that _I was rather distressed
to _.hea.v that I am losing one of my favorite constituents. As Ar-
ekie's Re, re iii Oil, U.S. House of Representatives; _I have
to saw that I was _disappointed that CRS has announced plans to
cancei _"Archie's Place.

Archie has become so much a part of our culture;
that to chair that he always was yelling at Edith to get out of, is
in the_Simithsonian. So now we have a national figure right out of
the Nintii Congressional District. I welcome you and I welcome
you? testimony, Ms; Hernandez.

STATEMENT OF HELEN HERNANDEZ; DIRECTOR; PUBLIC
AFFAIRS FOR EMBASSY TANDEM COMMUNICATIONS

Ms. HERNANDEZ. Than you Before I start, on behalf of our coin-
pany, we certainly would like to thank you for the statement you
made on behalf of ,Archie Bunker's Place" into the Congressional
Record on May 18. Thank you again.

Good morning; Chairman Pepper;_and honorable methbers of this
committee; and Your Excellency_ Bishop Sullivan. My name is
Helen Hernandez, and I am the director of public affairs for Em-
bassy Tandem. Tandem was founded by Norman Lear, riio_ ties
built his reputation on weaving difficult social issues and real-life
drama into entertainment_ programing.

Norman has a deep awareness of the power_ of the medium of
television to affect public _consciousness and major social problems
and to prompt viewers into action. With All in the Family" and
its successor- "Archie_ Bunker's Place." Embassy Tandem_ largely
pioneered this method of Making commentaries on our troubled
times in the context of an entertainment program intended to
-amuse. sadden; and provoke the audience:

Yon may _recall episode: s where Edith Bunker weathered the diffi-
cult_transition of menopause, where Michael Stivic stood up in op-
position to war; where Archie tried_ to cope with the fact that the
new woman in his life was Puerto Rican.
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Embassy Tandem has these programs in comedy and drama for-
mats to confront many tough issues head on, such as child molesta-
tion in "Different Strokes,' an episode which has received commen-
dations from Members of Congress, the State of California, LOS An-
geles County; the city of Los Angeles; and Parents United, a self=
help organization for victims of child sexual abuse.

At your _invitation, we have come to Queens, Archie Bunker'S
home, to share with you two episodes of "Archie Bunker's Place"
which dealt with the societal plague of alcoholism; the pain of rec-
ognizing that one has a drinking problem, the agony of admitting
it, and the force of will required to seek help.

In the first of these episodes awed during the second season of
"Archie Bunker's Place," one of Archie's em_ployees, Veronica
Rooney, played by Anne Meara, is found sleeping off a binge in the
kitchen of Archie's tavern. Veronica seeks help, but falls victim to
the alcohol and pills syndrome. Ultimately, with Archie's help, Ve-
ronica tearfully faces up to her dependence on alcohol.

MS. FERRARO. If you just turn and look at the monitors you will
be able to look at the show;

[Video tape shown.]
MS. HERNANDEZ. In the second episode, aired a year later, Ve-

ronica has a short reunion with her estranged husband, Carmine,
planed by Jerry Stiller. She faces one of the toughest decisions of
her new life as a recovering alcoholic, whether to give into his
pressure to join him for just one drink.

[Video tape shown.]
MS. HERNANDEZ. As a paint of information, you may be interest=

ed in knowing that these cassettes are available on loan, free of
charge, to any organization or school that wishes to use them.

Mr: ChairmaiL we have received frequent requests for copies of
these epiScidet4.. In their own small way; _they_ drive home a point
that hs been echoed many times since Ray Millard survived his
lost weekend; that alcoholism is a human drama requiring caring,
understanding, and guts to make it through_

In your request for us to appear, you indicated your interest in
the future of "Archie Bunker's Place. As it happens, the CBS tele-
vision network has canceled the series and it will not return in the
fall. CBS has indicated that it will not return partially because Of
its demographics.

You may be interested in knowing that 40 percent of the viewing
audience of !'Archie Bunker's Place" were 55 or over, and that it
was one of the most popular comedies for this age group on prime
time television. Yet, the network felt that programing in this time
slot should be directed to a much younger audience.

This brings to mind an important problem. The ability of con-
cerned members of the creative community to share their visions,
their lessons, their perspectives on social problems with the view-
ing public, which needs to hear about more than the misadventures
of three wild and crazy kids who live in a beach house in southern
California, or yet anottier violent cops and robbers show.

Mr. Chairman, the three networks ultimately decide which
shows will and will not reach American viewers; which ideas will
and will not cross the public airways into tens of millions of homes.
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Under current FCC regulations, we as producers of "Archie
Bunker's Place" and other series retain substantial financial and
creative control of our relative independence
provided by something called financial interest and syndication
rules that has provided producers like Embassy Tandem the where-
withal to stand up for our decisions on which hard issues to tackle.
We have often confronted network intransigence on script ideas
which might make the viewer uneasy. These rules contribute
Markedly to television's reality quotient.

The FCC threatens to_ abolish the rules. LgialatiOn introduced by
Mr. Waiinan and Mr. Wirth, with 100 cosponsors would prohibit
FCC action to repeal for 5 years; If you agree with us that televi=
sion; which provokes and educates which btihgs important treat-
ments of compelling social issues such as alcoholism into millions
of homes; which enhances public understanding and sympathy is
important, we hope you will join Mr. Waxman and colleagues,
in support of H.R.

Mr: Chairman, we at Embassy Tandem plan to continue tackling
serious and controversial subjects in our-comedic and dramatic pro-
ductions. A small tavern in Queens, N.Y., may no longer _provide
the avenue for these real life dramas, but if programs such as the
episodes of "Archie Bunker-s Place" that we sampled today can
continue to reach millions of viewers and elicit sympathy and con-
cern t .Stich important matters as alcoholism and society's treat-
ment of the elderly; we will be proud of our small contribution.
Thank you.

MS. FERRARO. Thank you I want to thank you; Herrituidet,
for your testimony and for sharing your tapes with us. I must say
they are a very strong statement on the problem of alcoholism.
Those tapes, as you saw, showed some of the things that Jason Fto-
bards was talking about. In the first one, the inability to confront
one's Self With the problem that one is art alcoholic. In the second
tape confrontation with another individual_afid that individual not
being willing to admit that he is an alcoholic; And the effect that
alcoholism has on people's lives,_ their physical looks, and in addi-
tion to that, the job situation. -I think that they are very strong
Statements, and I appreciate showing them here today.

-We have all laughed about programs like "Archie Bunker's
Place," because sometimes some -of the things he does are outra=
geous. Some of the statements that were made on that program
have not been dealt with on any other program; I am an Archie
Bunker watcher. And I have seen some of the individual episodes
that do deal with social problems and I feel they must be discussed
openly in our society.

I am not yet -a cosponsor of 2250. I have_done quite a bit of re-
search into it I will probably go on it I feel very strongly shout
the ability of independents to produce that type_ of program and
again_ to allow the American public to have some sort of education-
al information at the same time they are enjoying the public way.
So I thank you for your testimony.

Mr. PEPPER. I_ have no Questions. I, like Geraldine Ferraro, and
like a large part of the American population have been an Archie
Bunker fan. Am& frankly, I like the clever way many of these
issues, controversial in nature; am assimilated into a program,
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without diminishing the entertainment value. And the message is
very subtly diSseminsted. And you serve a pulp :tie.

Geraldine said g to spioasor t I would
that I have sponsored it In addition to that, there is a whole other
ethnic dimension to be dealt with as far as that show is concerned.

Ms. HERNANDEZ. I might, if I could, add one more point. Since
the issue was brought up about teenage drinki14, you may be in-
terested in knowing that our company has been working with
Mothers Against Drunk Drivers in California. And because of our
work with that we produced last season two shows dealing with
teenage drinking on "Facts of Life" and "Different Strokes."

ills. FERRARO. Thank you very much.
Our next witnesses are a panel, Mr. George McNamara, if you

would come to the table, of New York; Mr. John ReinharU and Ms.
Elizabeth Kiernan, who is a nurse, director of nursing at the Man-
hattan Bowery Corp. Mr: Sheehan, please come forward.

PANEL 1, CONSISTING OF GEORGE 1cNAMARA NEW YORK: JOHN
REINIIART, NEW YORK; ELIZABETH _KIERNAN, DIRECTOR OF
NURSING AT THE MANHATTAN BOWERY CORP., AND JEREMIAH
SHEEHAN-, NEW YORK

STATEMENT OF GEORGE MeNAMARA
Mr. MCNAMARA. Go Od_ morning, Congressw_oman Ferraro, Con-

gressman Pepper, and Congressman Biaggi. My name is George
McNamara I am age 71: I will be 72 in November. I was born in
the Bronx and lived in the Bronx all my life, And -I any a _recover-
ing alcoholic. I prefer to use the expression recovering alcoholic for
the fact that I believe there is no cure except the grave. But mean-
while, I know as long as I live, I have another chance_ of going out
and getting -drunk again; therefore I am very much intereSted in
having facilities available where I could receive help if! needed it.

I know from my own predictions there are roughly ihotit 10 mil-
lion alcoholics in the United States, and that they need treatment.
Unfortunately, from my own experience, _I was retired from my
in 1972; and I turned to the only friend I had at that particu ar
time and that was brandy: By about_ 1974-75; I was -in Veterans
Hospital because I had been a soldier during thewar. I was treated
for what they call gastroenteritis because when they asked me if Idrank, I said "Yes, I driak occasionally,_"_They. said "What is
thatr_ I said, "About a pint of wine a week." At that stage in_the
game I was drinking about a _fifth of brandy a day Finally, in 1976,
L went into the hospital again and they did not ask me anymore;
They put me in the alcoholic -ward and I was detaxed for :3 weeks.

%t hen_ I came out of that., I beCame_ fairly interested in alcohol-
ism; maybe wondering what happened to me. I picked up a bOok
Called "The_Lonely Sickness" For the first time in my life I real;
ized really that -I had a sickness, and that the_main aspect of it was
loneliness._ Reaching out for the alcohol was about the only means I
had of coping with the situation.

By the time I finally put myself in for treatment, was drinking
a quart of brandy li_day_; I felt I could not live with it. I could not
live without it and I did not know what was wrong with me; And
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not knowing what was wrong with me, I did not know where to go.
As far as I was concerned, there were no facilities at all

I tuie two doctors between 1972 and 1976 who suggested I join
AA. I could not_even_think_of that because; after all I was not a
bum. I had worked all my had a certain kind of respectful
occupation. I was riot living on the Bowery: That was my concept of
what an alcoholic was and I did nothing about my condition.

While I was in the _Veterans h .spital, we were exposed to the
thoughts of AA. Probably somewhere along the line;- bell rang for
me; but the point was that I was convinced somewhere_ along the
line that as_an alcoholic I could not drink anymore_ I did_ not like
t.1* idea, but I was obliged to cope with_ it _whether_I liked it Or_not.

As I became more interested in alcoholism _I started taking
courses, and eventually, I was employed in the field and worked_for
4 years in a detox center.- I am currently not working; more or less
by choice; and certain other circumstances, but I do expect to get
back to work very shortly.

Again, I can only say that my chance at working at -all, and per
haps working for the benefit of others, has been largely due to the
fact that I have been in the process of recovering: It is a very _nec-
-t-ssar_ v form of self-improvement; if you want to call_ it that._I re=
reive a great deal of assistance from various sources. I am aware-of
the tact that a good deal of our tax income is derived from the
product that is sold in_ bottles and so -on. I can -only recommend
that it would be a gaud idea to- trap off some of that income -from
the beverage_industry to maintain agencies where persons who_ do
not know either what is -wrong with them, or-will not admit what
it wrong With them, or do not know what to do about It will have
access to facilities where they can be treated

I am_ very sorry I did not type up a statement.
M. FCRKARO. That is fine. We appreciate your statement. Thank

ou_%ery much:
Mr. Reinhart.

STATEMENT OF JOHN PEINHART
Mr._ REItillAKT: Good_ morning; everyone, My name it John -Rein-

hart. I am a _grateful alcoholic. I want to thank you, Geraldine; Mr,
Pepper ind Mr. Biaggi, for inviting me to_give me this opportunity
to _admit once_ more that I am an alcoholic, and to assure all alco-
hiilics that help- is available. It is a pleasure to see Bishop Sullivan
and all of you other people:

_I started my drinking at a very early -age and I was damned with
What is _known a low progression My rate of progression was
1-.er% very low; or slow; if you will. It was not until I was in my
apper .7P_s that ak-thoI started to take over.

At first I drank for pleasure; and then I started to drink._ Well, I
was :1 beer drinker for a long, Jong jfound that the compare
ionShip of_a_bar in the evening when I_ was waiting to go to school
was pleitsurable. And as I work&I myself upintb the businessworld,
I finind that I was more in the upper echelon of the business
people; I had the distinction of joining the three martini lunch
bunch. I thought that was status and I thought, that was wonderful;
iind I enjoyed it.
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I switched to vodka because in my early days_f_had tasted- scotch
and- it tasted like iodine. I tasted whiskey and it tasted like bad
medicine_ And I sort of took a liking to the dry vodka martini. I
progressed at home because you _cannctsit around the house- drink-
ing martinis all day on Saturday and Sunday, so I switched to
Fria and _orange juice a year _ago; and a lot of vodka. That
tiecarne my favorite drink_ I found I would always want a drink. I
found not only would I have a drink for breakfast, but on my way
to work I would stop off -at a local gin mill and have one or two
martinis to get me started.
__1_ used to take it to work, too, because I was suffering _from the
DT's; I could not possibly hold that glass; I would stir it a few times
and take a couple of quick sneaky sips before I could actually raise
the glass to my mouth; That is how far gone I was. I knew that I
was having trouble. I was making a fool of _myself. At the vice
president's housewarming patty. I was one of the early birds to fall
into the swimming pool. I had to be driven home.

&weral months _later at _the president's daughter's wedding;
again, I made a fool of myself. I was considered a Fred Astaire-Ray
Bolger amateur and I got out on the dance floor with the mother of
the bride; they had to remove me when I tried to dance with the
father of the bride. He was my Was.

The following Monday morning; -he called me into the office and
I said, "Gee, Jim, I am sorry. [made a_fool of myself" He shrugged
it off and_ said, "Boys will be boys." But a few years later I knew
and everybody _else knew I knew that1 was having a problem. Yet,
I was ashamed or stubborn. As Mr. _RObards mentioned before; if
you are LW) alcoholic the word honesty takes on a different mean-
ing, you can be dishonest with yourself;_still a perfect citizen; never
robbing any banks or doing any daStardly deeds; but if you are not
honest -with yourself and cannot admit that you have this problem
a alcoholism_ that it is crucial to your life; then you are a dead
duck. As Mr. McNamara said, the end is the grave._

-I think -that the fact that-this one morning, on the way to work
when I hit my bottom; I left the gin mill after two -or three; I do
not know how many martinis. I was no longer drinking beciuse I
wanted to drink. I was no longer drinking because I- enjoyed it I
had a compulsion. I drank because I had to drink._ If it was not
there; Lhad to go get it. But this morning when I left the gin mill,
the buildings Jaliddenly toppled;_ the sidewalks curled op and I
rollA into the gutter. And there I was.

A good samaritan came along and got me a cab. I went home. My
wife called the doctor. The doctor; a personal friend; came in; and
he mid, "John, I will have to send you to the hospital. You need
detoxification_" I said "Please do not send me." He =M. We will
try it for a day or two." He gave me a shot of something. He gave
my wife a- couple of Valium pills. And he warned me, one little
beer, one little- -piece of alcohol; drink of alcohol; and you are a
dead duck. For 3 days I sweated it out.

Big _men came sneaking into the room with nails to dismember
me. My lovable Labrador retriever came into the room blood and
saliva dripping from his mouth. His eyes all glary. It was all in my
mind.
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Gradually after the third day I was able to -ftotiate a little: I
called for tiewp. And AA came_along and I went to _a meeting. That
was thy Salvation. Once I admitted I was an alcoholici it %4.-As a load
off my back:_ Arid beliey-e me_, _I know now, that that ftn-a,drink is_
going be the death of the I look at that one drink as one part of

hilge_log pile that is- holding back a river, and here I am in this
placid pool of_ water behind that lOgjani.
_

I haVe sobriety. I have self- respect. I have love. I have life. I have
living. I have everything: But once I pick up that one drink, it
would be like removing a key_lOg fitith that jam. When that key 5og
gosh, down goes the river and I go into the_ pits of despair, despon-
dency. disgust, and death, I do not want to do that Thank you

Mt; Ft:RitARo. Thank you. Mr. Sheehan.

sTATEsIES'Ir of JEREMXAH $11EE11-AN

Mr. SHEF../.1AN. After listening to thme two gentlemen, I can (mil
reiterate_what I_ have heard._ I could tglond that I am an itico-
hciliC and _nave been since the end of World War II; although at
that time I would not have considered myself an alCdholit. I did not
realize there was such a thing Ettessive drinking; occasional
driiiika_ I thought that -was normal. It _would progressively get
worse. And I do not want to bore you with all that. I finally _got
around to doing something_ about it_around 1974. Since then; L had
orilY one occasion where I failed and that was for a very brief
period of time As I said I do not want to give any details: They
are not pretty,

I am more _interested in the reason we are here; elderly_ aleohol-
its. As you get older; your body cannot handle alcohol anymore; It
can be_very life threatening to say the least._ That_is an underatat-
Mint. I do_ not have any suggestions; I wish I did. But any help that
can be given; I _believe desperately be given. Two-thirds of
our elderly alcoholics are what I like to refer to as closet drinkers;
they hide it. They are lonely anyway: The only_tiene to go out is to
doshopping, You know; things that have to be done

It is a terrible situation. I do not know the solutien. I wish I
could come up with one: If there is a solution, I think it should be
handled through_you people,.

S. Ft:ROAR°. Thank myaw very much; Mr. Sheehan.
If you have prepared testifiymy you would like to -give CIS; we will

rilke it part of the recoird. Thank you very much. We Will Make it
part of the official record of this hearing,

[Prepared statement of Jeremiah Sheehan follows.]

PRCPARED STATIMIENT Of JZREMIAH SHUHAN

I am Jeremiah Sheehan. a former employee and patient of Mihhittiii flowery
Corporation

I thank_ you for this opportunity to wady today on the problems of alcoholism
among the_ ainng

am a recovered alcoholic with three months -11-obiriety: I am 66_yeare old. had

had _eight years sobriety before my reltipoTO thrii moiit i tyro: I would like to address
the follovitig_frorn personal _experience.

I. Ai you become older _alcoholic drinkinicespiscilea biki:ittia- more life threatening,
2. Contrary to popular opinion:_ change is still possible for older alcoholics throug

access to proper treatment. and KA.
I do think that reaching out to the older alcoholic is very important.
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%Men a peis4iet feels iialated and alone there is An in
c
linatiots to hopelitsetnew Le:

Itelitig that Yon cannot change. Friends and family reaching out hie vis you cochange your oinlook.

MA. FFIena.R0 Ms Kiernan

STATEMENT OF ELIZABETH KIERNAN
Ms. KIERNAN. Good morning, Eithop Sullivan; Congresswoman

Ferraro; Congressmen P per and Biaggi. I am Elizabeth Kiernan;
the director of Nursing at the Manhattan Bowery Corp.,
an alcoholism treatment agency_which treats alicibalics. I
am also the chaiiiiefson of the Mithattan Committee oiri Alcohol=

Most of the elderly are in a category of well elcktly, mot 'aura-
ing homes or chronic holnital.s, and not homebound. Well elderly
does not necessarily mean illness free it estimated that i.5 per-
cent of the elderly have some form of chronic illness.

Alcoholism is a chronic progressive disease present in all seg-
merits of the population. It 6 a treatable disease with sight and
syrriptonishy which it can be align-med.

There are an estimated 500,000 ziroblem driiikera in New York
City_and_it is estimated that only 8 percent of this group receive
alcoholism treatment services in _existing AlCoholiam treatment
agencies and programs. The elderly are one of the moat Under-
served groups.

-Most elderly on fixed incomes cannot afford .routine health ea*.
This makes earlier diagnosis of alcoholism by Pacilth professionals
less likely. Others, for example, peers, family and those engaged in
running senior citizen centers and prtrams may not know how to
recognize er stale Alcoholism and intervene successfully

Later stage alcoholism amars hvelese niariy; althoOgh I
assure you it is not. Having worked on Manhattan's overy for 15
years; I want to tell you that later stage alcoholism is treatable. It
is just best to get it as early as possible. Knowledge of intervention
and confrontation techniques and appropriate referral sources are
necessary.

Two problems come together here: First, the need for the elderly
to have more access to health maintenance and health education;
and second, the need for health professionals involved with the el.
derly; in their health maintenance to know aliMit

It is necessary for those involved with the elderly on a regular
basis to learn about alcoholism, as it is necessary for the elderly
themselves to learn about alcoholism.

Alcoholism_ is a major national_ health problem. It kills like hy.
ppeertension, diabetes; and cancer. And Just_as hypertension and dAa.
betel are managed in the elderly population; alcoholism can ire
managed.

MS. FERRARO. Thank you very much. I truly want to thank the
panel for their testimony. I guess what happens down in Washing.
ton; very frequently when we are dealing with_ legillation,Wheti we
are dealing_ with problems, we talk about numbers. Whether they
are dollar numbers or veople numbers, they are many times_ just
numberi. And What you three people have done today, to have
come forward, as did Jason Rol3arda, you have really himaniA
the problem for us. To recognize the fact, by us, that we are deal=
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ing with real _peo0e. Real people_ who recognize the problem; who
understand you_5(re out to help others so that those who are into
the drinking will remove themselves from it

I i.x.ct -have one question for you Mr: Sheehan: You said two-
thirds of the elderly alcoholics are closet drinkers. Where is that
figure from?

Mr. SHEEHAN. That was strictly a personal opinion. I do rot have
any figure to hack that_

Ms: Fititaaao. OK. But that is what your estimate is?
Mr. SHEEHAN. It definitely is. And from personal experiences, I

have run across people approximately my age; and am amaze& I
have seen them perhaps -in a hiii-, a few beers; that is _it However.
they do their heavy drinking in their room, their apartment, what-
ever; wherever they live;

FERRARO. How do we reach them?
Mr. SHEEHAN:1 do not know:
%. FERRARO tio you do it through family?
Mr. SHEEHAN. I do not believe I could say yts to that, I do not

know. I think it is a question of each individual making up his own
mind to a problem. if he can recognize it originally, it is best but
that is_hard-

NU. FERRARO. That is probably! what Jason Rol:Ards was saying.
He said that the number is:10 million,-but there are many

Mr. SHEEHAN: I agree with him Mk percent. I believe it is cor-
tett.

Ms: FERRARO-- Thank_you very much:
Mr. PEPPER Mr. McNamara, you and Mr. Reinhart Made tiro of

the most dramatic statements_l have ever heard of your experi-
ence. I did not learn_from Mr. Sheehan._ as I would like to ask tam.
But in your case, Mr. McNamara, as I inferred from your state-
ment; your drinking began when you retired_You had more idle-
ness and nothing very much to do. Is that true?

Mr._ McNAmrout. A slight correction; I drank I imagine from the
time I was in college more or less as Part of my daily routine. It
was not necessarily-a daily routine; but more axial routine; in the
sense that my meals -began with cocktails. I hid wi during the
meal and a drink afterward, and occasionally would go for a
night on the town. _But I was able to- tolerate the alcohoL _

I would say in the last 6 years of my drinking period,_I was no
longer in contr3i. I had to drink; I did_ not particularly care to
drink because intpat of that time I was living_on social security and
my taste was for brandy. At roughly $5 to $6 a bottle a day._ $300
does not last very long. Inaddition_ta that, there are certain things
like taxes, rent, food, clothing, and so on, thatpretty much go by
the board because the important thing is the drinking But simply
for the money, the alcoholic will not admit he has a problem. The
family tends to overlook it or say, "Well; the poor deim that is all
he_gets out of life." I felt I could not live without alcohol.

Mr. PEPPER. You said it was your test companion who (=fronted
you

Mr. MCNAMARA. Very
rt

much so. And the two doctors, again, that
I saw, that prescribed Valium and Librium. [had the unfounate
awareness that there was a young lady in New Jersey who was
dying very slowly from alcohol and Valium. I did not want to give
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up_ my drinking by mixing with_ Valium, so I never_ took the
Valium or the Librium. When I finally gave up the drinking, I
threw_ the star' away: I accumulated the chug; I even bought pre-
scriptions, bin I never used them bc=cairse I wanted nothing to in-
terfere with my drinking.

Mi. PEPPER._ I_ have a rather serious question. I know you heird
me say' 7,arn 82 _years old. I have been very busy. I have been in
Congress._ jean_ anda little over 20_years in the House:. - _ -

If I had stopped challenging work. I am a lawyer by profession. I
guess if I had not been in Congress, I would have remained active
as a lawyer;_but_ I can imagine the problem that a person _MY
sister today has been out of the hospital for about 3 or 4 weeks. She
is in my apartment: She is gradually getting over depression._ She
retired after 38 years of school_teaching and then She did not have
anything to do. She had enough pension and social security to live
on with what I _would give her from time to time. But she began to
get lonesome. She just did not have anything to occupy her mind.

_She begun to go to the hospital: She began to think she had_terri-
ble illnes.ses_ of one sort or another, and she has bten in the hospe
tal a dozen times, I guess. Finally now, she seems to be responding
to medicine to get her out of her depression. We are trying to get
her active. I try to get her to go with me. She gets up in the morn-
ing, has breakfast,- goes right back to bed; stays in bed until noon;
gets up and has lunch, goes baelx to 6eci and stays there until
dinner, gets up, eats dinner, goes .right back to bed. She gives all
sorts of excuses; like her stomach lie not feeling well: She urges me
let her lie down just a little while, but I try to urge her up.

It is a skrious problem:She is 71 now: It is_a serious problem for
elderly _people when they do not have anything to_do to challenge
them. Some of them do not have the benefit of a pleasant; friendly
association with a large number of other people:

That is why we encourage people to keep on working if they
want to, even part time. If they do not work earning money; they
should try to take up some sort of avocation or hobby. The goal is
to doing something.

Now; the other day I was visiting at_an elderly home in_central
Florida. I came to a room of one couple, elderly people. The man
had been a prominent mare He had a good_ job: He_ retired at 6.l
and moved to that nursing home. He had a beautiful outlay there
of birds that he had made out of wood. They were beautiful -in
shape; just like birds that would be drawn by an expert _artist. He
had gotten interes.tkl in doing that And he started it at 65. It kept
him busy.. It does not make too much difference what you do; as
long as it is honorable. Keep yourself occupikl.

Do you think that would be helpful to avoid alcoholism to the el-
derly

MeN.A..mARA. If one can fiwd it, it would be kYelgt..!.._1n my
own case; I started work when I was 67 and I worked until I was
71; as a result my time was occupied. I had something to do at ti I
was being, I hope; htlpful to other people: The aspect was always
in the.front of my mind that there are so many out there who are
not being helped ..kcause they do not know where to go.

Mr: PEPPER. Mr: Reinhart; in your case you have suggested_that
you were a successful man. You had pleasant associations. Your
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very success; in a way; contribUted to your alcoholism because so
other people were doing it and you first joined in with them

as a social drinker. That is the way you started. After you got_ mote
and more addiete&thealcohol_itseff began to be a pull, I guess It
pulled you into excess: Is that the way you descrthed it?

Mr. REINHART. Ektietly. Sir. Yea I WOtild like VI WO._
tunit3_ to remark on something you said about keeping busy: You
hit the nail on the head: I am -fib. I am semiretired. I have_ a_ loving
s-ife and family and grandchildren. That is not enough, You have
to keep busy.

We _feel at my 4-04 al, 60 I am 66; there are golden opportuni-
ties. If We are alooholits, and T. am one; there-is azolden opportuni,
ty to get into_detox_ centers and talk to people; share our_eraprial
experienceS. There is no cure,but there is a way of stopping it and
holding it. It is -an insidious_ disease that Lays in wait. It waits for
people who are hungry; lonely, _tired, and _anzry.

Nuesitig homes, you mentioned nursing homes Many; many
nursing homes are dying for volunteers. I igo as often I_ can. _I
read tO Sortie, I tell_jokes to Othett. iitI talk t I just -toUth some It
is fulfilling At the detox centers they are always looking_for volun-
teers: Thank you for reminding me that you have_got to keep

M
b_ usy:

Mir. PEeetti. If
for_

do -not mind; Ms, Ferraro; in speeches some-
times to The elderly; I like to accentuate and to emphasite that the
elderly think of theinselves as having afuture as well as a past I
encourage _them not to give_up; to be busy with somethingi_ to have
some plans; some dream. Well; now 1_ have a _chance to do some-
thing I never had time to do before. What a--wonderful time I_ am
going to have_ doing it. I spoke these lines. You might read them
from time to tune. They are encouraging to me.

The lines are by Tennyson: They say;
Death closes in. bit sorri,Ithing near tkie-end. Some work of noble_noternay_yet be

done by men who once Kew* with Gcidi. Cam. my hien& It is not too_ to to seek
a rbew world. Push on. And mute the sounding forte. -For my purpose holds to sail
beyond the sumet and past all the western skies until I die.

MI.- FERRARO: Let me ,lust turn to_the bishop.
Bishop StiLLEYAR. This islike_following Socrates. I was very im-

pressed, as the Congressman was, with the testimony: And just one
question and maybe some comment from the panel.

Do_ we know how many!- people begin drinking when they retire
and are no longer gainfully employed? And what are some _of the
things we might do? IS that the case or is it just the end result of a
long pattern of drinking? Or are there people who begin only after
retirement to drink excessively?

take it; iMd. FERRARO. Anyone on the panel can take t; f you just take
the_mike:

Mr. REINHART. A very good question, Your Excellency:1 do not
know the answer: Unfortunately; I do feel if enough pub liCity
out there to community centers and_ other organizations, which
Geraldine would have much more knowledge of to let _them know
that there is help and there is hope, The first step is to Ot_them
into hoipital whereincidentally, I hate -to bring up money; but
5 cloys in a detox center at $300 a day; $1;500; is well spent if it is
going to get a man or a woman back from a drunk or a lush, into a
lady or gentleman.
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Mr: NiCNAMARA. Just one point. Probably most people drink so-
cially until retirement seu,_im I think the Members of Oaingress,
who passed the 18th amendthent might recall that it harmed in-
toxicating beverages: Intoxicating in my dictionary means poison-

And mayl.it v-.ld be a good i-dea to label these contiriners as
containing a poisonous substance.

After all we find that one of the nastiest ass is of senior citi-
zens is being_ depressed. And although alcohol is generadly adver-
tised as being a _terrific stimulant, ultiniately it is another ckpres-
sant. Alcohol only depre-ses. So if you are_ depressed to start with;
alcohol is going to make you that much worse.

I found in my -own case; at the end,- I just- did not-care anymore. I
was ready to take the easy way out the alcohol that I cle-
per_xled_ on was a depressant

Ms. KIERNAN. Alcoholism is a progr_essive disease; and_ for some
people the progression is very quick. So that you might fmd some-
one who started drinking at 15r -who lost control of their drinking
with their first drink. Others might start drinkingin _their 20's or
30's and_take ?A or 30 years: Others may have not had an opportu-
nity to drink and may begin with_ relief drinking and never know
that they had a propensity for alcoholism.

There are hallmarks. There is a general feeling that if you have
one parent or two_parents who are alcoholic, that you might have a
higher_ chance of becoming af:.oholic. The actual statistics may he
helpful, I have never seen any; but it is good to consider all of the
things that I have me- rationed.

SULLIVAN. Thank you _very much: Just-one comment. I
think the purpose of this kind of center is precisely to provide the
kind of_socialrzation_ that I think the Congressman was talking
rbout. You see paintings around herepeople do all kinds of knit-
ting and artwork, rine. sculp:uring. There is an nppertunity hereto
come, and to sing. 1d to ince; and to social e; and have meals
together. All of C:iat is to combat what I think is the great enemy
of all of us, lone,.oness. And I think that-is the purime of the center
and that we halve so many of our people come out because it is a
way that they share. I think the Congressman is challenging all of
us to use our skills, our talents, productively; and to continue to be
challenged.

Mr. l'ErvER._ I want to ask this question at this time: At a treat-
ment center, do you get that care through medicare'

Ms._1,;,!ERNAN: _Our particular treatment center is funded through
New N'or.:( City funding. the _Bureau of Alcoholism Services; And it
is a _center for public alcoholics. The detoxification unit is paid for
by the city and is not reimbursed:

Mr. PEPPER.. Do you know whether medicare affords any of that
treat tnent or not?

Ms KIERNAN I rcaliv donot know what medicare covers At our
ageny- medicare does not afford treatment.

M. l'EerEit. But it does provide for psychiatric care? Is_tiv-at_so?
A metnber of our staff says it is under psychiatric care. MS. Fer-
rah; and I are going to look very carefully into that -to see whether
or not there are treatment programs actually available to the el-
derly citizens of the country and if they are as readily accessible as
they :;.,liould
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ME. MeNAsiAtiA. (.ingtessman Pepper._ if I may; I do believe
medicare does cover treatment _for alcoholism at the present time.
It iS_ALSO treated tinder Blue Cross/Blue Shield; under certain re-
strictions.

Ms. FERRARO. The coverage, as we understand it is under medi-
care part A, the detoxification: We have just -been discussing_with
sta.ff; and you see us whispering OW/. here. We were _just talking
AN:kit the possibility of raising -the limitations that are currently
under the medicare bill: That would be available to anyone Who
really needs it fat the length of time necessary_hecause your point
about tid etiStly it is as much as it is a cost effective_ thing; it is a
good investment to get peop le out of a cycle of alcohol abuse.
Facing_) a day is very hard for people to handle:

Ms. KIERNAN: -A stay at an alcohol_ treatment center might not
be P:XII a daY; bUt that is not reimbUtsable oftentimes through
Medicate. And that might be something interesting to look into be-
cause many people can be detaiified in a social setting or a sober
up station model.

FERRARO: I cannot tell you how terribly grateful I am to each
of_ _au for your testimony. Thank you so much.

Our next panel is Dorothy_ Phelan and Karl Nelson; and I pram-
Ise you -we- are going to stick with the time limita on_ each of the
panels foe 15 thinAtet. I am going to ask you to_speal_quickly

Dorothy Phelan_ is-chairperson a the New York City Committee
on Women and Alcoholism and she is a member of the New York
State Alliance of Task Fortes on Women _and Alcoholism.

I have to tell you several monthi ago I was a keynote speaker at
a -conference On fatuity life and alcohol abuse; _which was _held
under the leaders :hip of Dorothy Phelan; and it is because of my
involvement in a question and answer period after that speech that
these hearings are being held: Because the problem certainly was
brought up during the course of that seminar.

With her at the table is-Mr. Karl Nelson; who is-currenrilY the
executive director of Bird S. Ceder Hospital here in New York. He
spent 23 years in the Salvation Army' and was executive director of
Booth Memorial Hospital;_ which is also right here in Fliiiihing, so I
welcome them bOith and I will hope ti:i_put_your entire statement
into the record, if you would like to summarize; because our seniors
have lunch:

PANEL 2. CONSISTING OF DOROTHY PHELAN, CHAIRW'OMAN OF
THE NEW YORK CITY COM,MITTEE_ON WOMEN AND ALCOHOL-
ISM: AND KARI. NELSON. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF FUR!) S.
VOLUM HOSPITAL; NEW YORK

STATEMENT OF DOROTHY PHELAN
Mt:Lk:4. My renalt kt Are evart And some of my comments

have been touched by the other_ speakers.
name_is LVotothy -Phelan and l_am the chair

of the New York_ City Committee on Women and Alcoholiaiti. We
are a membershiP organization,- concerned community members
and ptofessionals, and our purpose is to advocate_ on_ alcoholism
issues; specificalli as they relate to women._We_would_like to thank
Representative Ferraro for her action in following up on the con-
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cerns raised at the meeting_ in Febrywy; and Senator Pepper for
joining us here today, Thii is a most serious; yet hidden pcTtileme
that is; alcohol among older persons.

As Retty Kiernan had noted; there is an estimated 500;000 per-sons in New York city alone w diszaae.
holism costs thiS city -an estimated $1- billion a year; yet only 8 per-
cent of those in need are now receiving services. And of the total
nuniber of people in treatment for alcoholism, only 4 percent are

ears and older.
_ may suggest a_ lower incidence among the 65 .4ears and

older, but there is definitive_ research However, the ravages
of alcoholism do take their toll and one of the tolls is Often a short-
ened lifespan.

However, there are other phenomena iica- ting" that we may be
missing some important clues to identifying_ alcohol among the el-
derly. There is evidence that there is late_onset alcoholism. Harm-
ful drinking undertaken in response to health _tililems; loss of
spouse; h-tirement adjustment; isolation and loneliness_

Second, alcoholism is a chrtinie_disease; where affected persons;
even Those who receive treatment, may experience relapse. Even
with frequent relapses; treatment has been shown to be beneficient
and_ doeti, prolong life.

Third; we have a griming_ awareness about problems ensuing
from alcohol used concurrently with legitimately prescribed medi-
cation. _Thus; an individual my unwittingly experience a serious;
even life threatening reaction; by drinking alcohol while using pre-
scribed medication. In some instances, particularly noticeable_when
alcohol and minor tranquilizers are used, dependence or addiction
may result. Older persons tend more oft_cn to _require medications
and are therefore especially vulnerable. Thus, the extent of alcohol
related problems may tie significantly higher than originally Ix.-

What we do know is that older persons with- alcoholism are
hetiwy _users of the health care sy_stem_i_trerted and frquently hos-
pitsilized_ and rehospitalized, but for other diagnoses, and the alco-
hol problem is unobserVed; unaddressed and untreated;

_ A prevalence study done at Harlem Hccpital found a high inci-
denc.ti among hoipital _patients; Screening newly admitted patients;
they determined that 63percent of Miles and -35 percent of females
in the 50- to 69-year-old age bracket _were alcoholics.

Dr. Sheldon Zimberg, an expert- in this_ area; also studied 1;636
admissions to _s federally funded suburban community mental
health center. Only 5.3 percent of the admissions were -65 and over;
but 17 percent of these older persons exhibited alcohol abuse prole
lems.

&awed on these figures, we can conclude that over-65 alcoholics
area significantly_ underrepresented in treatment programs; the
costs of untreated alcoholism to Federal programs; like medicare; is
high in the millions.

I would like now to turn to some specific observations abotut
women. There is a stigma associated with abusive and alcohollic
drinking; even more so for women drinkers.

Older women have been acculturated tc norms which discourage
nice ladies from drinking too much or frequenting berg. Women;
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especially older women. therefore, often drink secretly, alone in
their homes. They take care to hide all evidence of_their problem
when outside; and even sometimes among their families for as long
as possible.

Symptoms may be dismissed as nervousness;- anxiety and depres-
sion; symptoms often readily accepter', even by their own physi-
cians.

Older women with active - alcoholism have more- difficulty in fol-
lowing_ treatment regimes for other medical problems, experience
rnore difficulty in coping with problems of daily living than a non-
alcoholic contemporary; They are easier targets for mugging&
thefts, and assaults.

Though her alcoholism may go unnoticed by her physician; her
symptoms may be mistakenly diagnosed as psychiatric in origin.
And even when the alcoholism is identified, she is often adjudged
to to* sicker than her male counterpart althouga this is not so.

The older_ woman's alcohol_ related symptoms are mittakenly as-
sociated with onset senility, forge fulness attention $ pin; and
blackouts. The slip in the tub; the fall on the_stairs; and siMilar
accidents get chalked up to the %-iilneribility of aging, when often
they are directly related to excessive alcohol consumption

&fore I offer some recommendations. I _wish to highlight one
other_ gr,ivp of women who suffer terribly from alcoholism. These
are the family members_ and significant other persona the non-
drinking loved ones; whose-lives are as much bound up in the dis-
ease as the drinker& The older woman may be the wife, and more
often the widow-. of an alcoholic husband. If her partner's '.drinking
extended thrcughout their marriage; she carries to her later years
a legacy of broken dream& emotional and physical battering and
often unnecessary guilt that she had contributed to the drinking or
at least could have done more to stop it; a heavy heart thAt re-
mains even when the spouse has paased on.

Alcoholic families are isolated and dysfunctional. The_sign' ificant
other woman may have lost_contact with her friends, family, and
community over the years. She may not readily socialize; join her
senior peers in activities; just _because the drinker_is no longer
there. Alcoholism also takes a heavy financitil t011. The surviving
spouse, especially the woman who has not worked outside -the home
may be heir to debts-, reduced or lost pension benefits; and virtually
no savings.

Children In alcoholic homes often place_ blame on the nondrink7
ing parent_The older widow of an alcoholic may thus find herself
estranged from her children and bereft of her family support
system. Moreover, children of alcoholics are at high risk; and the
figure is 50 percent that children of alcoholics tend to develop alco-
ha,isen the selves.

A wife may suffer during the long years of her husband's disease
only to survive him and then one or more of her children develop
alcoholism. These women are rarely spoken about when alcoholism
problems are investigated.

The congressional committee has taken an importwit step by
conducting this hearing._ Information and public awareness are
critical first steps in our fight.
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Other recommendations include: To significantly increase the
amount of training about alcoholism for physicians and nurses; to
require _initial and continuing education about alcoholism for all
certified health and mental health professionals. Many now receive
none in their renew-res-=i,inal To mandate alcoholism consul-
tation services in all hospitals as part of certification requirements
and include these costs in_ the basic cost of services provided. The
Federal Government should pay special attention to this issue in
light of.medicare payments and expenditures in- veterans hospitals:

Identify funding_ resources to further research in this area. De-
velop resources to foster linkages between health and social service
programs like this one here; which serves the elderly and the alco-
holism services network.
_ Alcoholism outpatient services must develop treatment and serv-
ices that are _sensitive to the needs of older persons: At present
services tend to beeared toward a younger population.

The overwhelming majority of elderly persons who do receive al-
coholism services in New York City are served in the acute care
system. They are significantly underrepresented in aftercare and
outpatient population: We need intermediate care alcoholism reha-
bilitation services for older persons fostering a continuity of care
and improved prognosis for extended recovery so that they may
participate in less restrictive; less ccstly.services.

Abbut 50_ percent of the elderly receiving alcoholism _treatment in
New York City are now in programs serving the disaffiliated, often
homeless persons: More long term supports; both residential and
outpatient, are needed to foster extended sobriety and to offer to
these older citizens an alternative to living in streets and door-
ways.

More patient education is essential regarding the use of alcohol
along with prescribed_ medications.

Alcoholism outreach into adult homes must increase New York
City has now two programs like this that were instituted over the
past year and the results -are very promising:

Special outreach to older women is required. Alcoholism pro-
grams should have resources to work with community medicine
teams; visiting nurses; meals-on-wheels and other such programs
that go into the home.

The -New York City Committee on Women and Alcoholism asks
that this congressional committee continue its invest7ation_ into
the problem of alcoholism. It is clear we do not have enough infor-
mation or factual data: Our committee offers to work with you in
anyway we can be helpful

Also in New York City there are alcoholism advisory committees
in each borough; as _well_ as _other professional organizations that
we know will also help. Thank you.

iThe prepared statement of Dorothy Phelan follows:I
PREPARED STATEMENT OF DOROTHY PHEI AN, CHAIRPERSON, NEW YORK CITY

Comsarrr.s. ON WOMF.N AND ALCOHOLISM

Good it My name is Dorothy Phelan. I am the chairperson of_the_ New
York City Committee on Women & Alcoholism. We are a membership organization
comprised of community members and concerned_ professionals: The purpose of the
Committee is to advocate on alcoholism issues as they relate to women.
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We are especially pleased to be present at this important hearing, We wish to ex-
press our thanks to Rep. Ferraro,_Rep. Pepper and Rop-Diswiri_for focusing atten-
tion on this serious,yet hiddem_probLeni-_-akoholient_among older persons. Our r
c e n t s extend t o all_older persons suffering the effects of t h i s disease; our special L
terests are the needs of women.

There are an estimated 500,000 persons in New York City with althholism. The
disease of alcoholism costs the City of New York an estimated -$1 billion each year
(through lost productivity, lost wages and Wes, increased social services costa, etc.).
Yet only 8 percent of those in need receive services per year. Of the total number of
persons in treatment only 4 percent are dB years of age or older.

This suggests -a lower incidence sunong those_ 65 years and older. There is little
definite research. However, the ravages of alcoholism do_ take their toll; often in a
shortened life span: Alcoholics frequently succumb before reaching their senior
years, perhaps accounting in part for a suspected lower incidence.

However, there are other phenomena indicating that we ma- missing the dues
to alcohol problems among older people. First, we are now loandng that there is
late onset alcoholism, harmful drinking undertaken in response to heallttproblenui,
loss of a spouse, retirement aAtustmenkisulation or_lotmlineas._Second, alcoholism is
a chronic disease where affectedpersons receive treatment but experience relapses:
Even with_ frequent relapses; treatment; detogifIcation, has a beneficient effect and,
I believe; prolongs_ life: 'Mrd, we have a growing awareness about problems ensuing
from alcohol used concurrently with many other legitimately prescribed medics=
Lions. The individual may unwittingly experience a seriouseven life threatening
reaction by drinking silcbliol while using pre4cribad Medication. ID MOM instances,
particularly notice.able when ilthhol and minor tranquilizers are used_, dependence
or addiction may result. Older_permons tend more often to require medications and
are, therefore, especially vulnerable-Thuzi,Ahe extent -of alcohol-related problems
among older persons may be significantly higher than originally believed:

What we do know is that older persona with alcohol mi are heavy users of the
health care system, treated and frequently hospitalized -and rehospitalimd, for Other
diagnoses, the alcohol preblem tini3bMrve Unaddressed, untreated.

A prevalence study done at Harlem Havital (McCusker,_Cherubin & Zimberg)
found a high incidence among hospital patients. Screeningnewly admitted patients,
they determined that 63 _percentof males_and 35 percent of fernales_in_the _50_ to 69
yr. old age bracket wervalcoholica. Dr. Sheldon Zimberg, an expert in this area, also
studied _1;636 admissions to -a federally -funded saisiroan community mental health
center. Only &3 percent of the- mimimions were- 65 or over. However,47 percent of
these older persons exhibited alcohol abuse prolilerna &gad on these figures we can
draw a number of conclusions including _(I)_ over 65 alcdiolics are significantly un-
derrepresented in alcoholieen treatment programs and (2) the costs of unrelated alco-
hotiim to faderid programs, like Medicare, is high in the millions for repeated hos_pi-
talizations, long term care and other health care reimbursement while the alcohol
problem goes unaddressed.

I would like _to turn now to some specific observations about women: There is a
stigma associated with abusive and alcoholic dries- -even more so for women
drinkers. Older women have been acculturated according to norms which etr-
ned "mica gins" fram drinking trici much or frequenting har,s. Women, especially
older women, therefore, Often drink secretly, alone in their Lonna They take are
tc hide all evidence of problem when outsiek, or,even among their familia,
for as long as possible. Sim may be explained aware as nervousness, anxiety,
depressionreadily acce pted even by their pk_sicians.

Older women with as.ve alcohoham_mayhaa more_difficulty in follcrwing_tnat-
ment regimeefor other niedical_problems; experience more difficulty-in coping with
problems o daily tiring than their nonalcoholic contemporaries. They are even
easier targets for thefts and sanIM Thwgh embolism may go unnoticed by
her physician, her symptoms may beniiiinikestly diagonead as psychiatric in origin.
Even when the alcoholism is identified the it adjusted to be sicker than her Mllecounter.

Theolare7-women'i alcohol related are are iniitakeely associated with sena=
lityforgetfulthess,poor attention span, The slip in the tub, the fall on
the stairs and similar accidentaget chalked uLto the vulnerability of aging. Often,
they are directly related to excessive alcohol coosum_ption.

Before, T after some r..3commendations_l wisti_to_highligtd_cme_ otber_group_si
women who suffer_ttsy frornalcoholism-These are the family members and the
significant_cther_ persons, she _non-drinking loved ones whose lives are as much
bound up in the disease as the drinkers'.
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The _older woman may be the wife -_-tnor_e often the _widowof an alcoholic _hos,
band If her partner's drinking extended throughout their marriage she carries to
her later years a legacy of broken dreams, emotional and/or physical bettering, and
often. guilt that she had contributed to the drinking or. at least, could have done
more to stop ita heavy heart that remains even when the spouse has passed on.

Alcoholic families are isolated and dysfunctional. The significant other woman
Mai have lost contact with her friends, family, community over they_ears. She may
not readily socialize. join her senior peers in activities just because the drinker is no
longer there. Alcoholism often talvis a _heavy _finan_cial _toll. The surviving spouse_-_-
spKially the _woman who has not: worked outside the homemay be heir to debts;
reduciM or lust peinuon benefits, virtually no savings.

Children in alcoholic -homes often- place blame on the non-drinking parent-The
older widow of an alcoholic may. thus find herself estranged from her children,
bereft of her family support system. Moreover, children of alcoholics are at high
risk to develop alcohol problems themselves. A wife may suffer during the long
years of her lo.ishande disease only to survive him and then watch one or more of
her _children d..elop alcoholism.

These womin are rarely spoken about when the alcoholism problems are investi-
Rated.

The Congressietual Committee has taken an important step by conducting-this
hearing. Inturratition and public awareness are critical first steps in our fight
Agar st iAlCe.lhOl ISM

tither mot mendatiors include:
Sgnificantly increase the amount of training about alcoholism physicians isnd

narsi s receive and require continuing edification -in this area.
Require initial and continuing- education about alcoholism for all certified health

or-mental health professionals. Many now receive none.
Mandate alcoholittai consultation services in all hospitals as part _ofnertifiCation

requirements. Include the core; in the basic services provided-The federal govern-
ment should pay special attelation to this issue in light of medicare payments and
expenditures in veteran's hospitals.

Identify funding reeource.L to further research in this area
_Develop resources to foster linkages_ between health and social service programs

which serve the elderly and the alcoholism sezvice network:
Outpatient alcoholism services must develop ticetment services that are sensitive

to the needs of older persons. At present services tenti to be geared toward se youn-
ger population.

The overwhelming majority of elderly persons who do receive alcoholism treat-
ment in New York City are served in the acute care yatem. They are eignificanty
underrepresented in the aftercare or outpatient populations. We need to develop in-
termediate cam alcoholism rehabilitation services for_ older persons- fustering_con-
tinuity of care_ and_ improved prognosis_ for extended recovery and participation in
the less restritive, less csistly_outpatierit services.

Airman :ill percent of the elderly-receiving itoltMit treatment in New York City
are in -programs serving the disaffiliatied, often-homeless person. Wore long -term Im-
ports, tkith residiaitial and outpatients are needed to foster extended sobriety and to
offer to these ol&r citizens an alternative to living in streets and doorways.

More patient education is essential regarding use of iskohnl during a course of
treatment iii!ith prescribed medication.

_ Health and human_ ser_vioes worke_nentatt_learn_nemit how alcoholism affects fam-
ilies._ Whetter understand Ind _address the needs of significant ethers.

Alcohol:am onteach irem adult homes must increame New York City has had ;veo
programs like this over tEe past year. The retsuAut axe a nn.

Specie, outreach to (Ade? women is -required. Alco lm ProTerniret it -Wive
resources to work with community Medicine tennis, visiting nurses, ineali-O-n-wheth
and other such programs that go into the hole.

The New 'fel+ City 1.7omunittee on Women It Alcoholism like that file
sional Comm..eriee curitutue its irrvestigotion into the problem of alcoholism. It is
deer we do not have enough information ac f..tiectual data. Our committee offers to
work with yeah in any way_wii. can be hepful. In New York City there is also an
alcoholism odhiscry_ccinmittee_in each berwgh__as well agot_her_profeesional alce
holisse-fccavetd auakoeAtictris thait we know w.tii also be willing to help.

TWA.

rtItRAIKt., Thank you awry zsuch.
Mr Nelsor4.
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STATEMENT OF KARL NELSON

Mr. NELSON: Chairman Pepper; Congresswoman Ferraro, Bishop.
It is a privilege to have been asked te testify today. My name is
Karl Nelson and I am the executivedirector of Bird S. Coler Hospi-
tal; an affiliate 'A the New York City Health and Hospital Corp,
Which combines a Skilled nursing facility of 775 beds and an acute
care hospital of approximately 270 beds; providing care primarily
for people with chronic diseases.

AS Wail Stated in the introduction, I spent 12 years at Booth Me-
morial Hospital in Flushing, where we wi an alcoholic detoxifi-
cation unit and an alcOholiam clinic. In that neighborhood our con;
cern was primarily_ for working men who were almholic& Most of
our referral* cane from labor unions. We were also concerned with
women, particularly housewives._

It was not until I came to Coler Hoispital last year that I devel-
oped a realization that alcoholism in the elderly was just as much,
if not more a pftiblem, than in the working population, so I am
particularly pleased to be here today.

I attended a recent presentation given by IX. Karl Isedoife7;
president a Montifiore Medical nter, and one of the leaders in
the field of geriatric medicine. And he stated that in_ his opinion;
the second leading medical problem for the elderly, follovring the
problem of too_ many and inappropriate combinations of drug pre-
ectiptiOnS WAS the problem of alcohol abuse.

As the manager of a chronic care facility of nearly 1,100patients,
I Can second_ that opinion. I have tO face on a daily basis the man-
agement problems that are caused by alcohol.

The patients at Ofier are there because they have deteriorating
Clinical diseases, strokes, amputations, spinal cord injuries, pare le-
es, Parkinson's; cerebral palsy. Many of these diseases in feet
mask the prnblem of alcoholism as each of you made reference to
in our opening_comment&

many of our patients are there with diseases that are stress-
related, that have emotional_backgrounds to them. Many of our pa-
tients who have spinal cord injuries as the result of- automobile ac-
cidents. kleohol is involved in many of these but there is no way
for us to diagnose that.

I was particularly impressed by Mr. McNamara's previous testi-
many When be talked abb-tit being admitted to hospitals clearly
with a drinking_Rroblem, and having it .1',.osed as gastrointesti-
nal. I think a primary problem today is = t doctors -will not or
Cannot recognize alcoholism, will not disigncee it, and prefer to di-
agnose other diseases. And I would second what you said, Dorothy,
about education fo-r physicians is primary because even they will
not recognize this_problem.

Because of the multiple nature of their ditabilitiest_80_percent of
my patient/1 are wheelchair hound. The long term nature of their
chronic diseases and the fact that so many of th&ii have nowhere
else to go create an exceedingly long length of stay.

Adding these frietors together, multiple disabilities, chronic dis-
eases with little or no hope of cure and excessively long ft:Stitt-Won-
I-filiation, it is no wonder that alcohol is a problem. In our popula-
tion we have identified between 60 and 70 patients as chforde alto
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hol abusers; about 6 percent of our total population: The alcohol
complicates the diagnosis. It makes their treatment plans exceed-
ingly complicated. In fact, very often it means that we cannot de-
velop an appropriate treatment plan because of the interaction be-
tween the alcohol and other medications.

The impact on out cost is phenomenal. There is no way for us to
estimate how much the length of stay is increased because of alcce
hol, but we know it_has increased. AS you on this committee well
know, that is where the money goes.

It creates particular types of problems_ with our patients. The
first type of problem is the antisocial behavior that develops be-
cause we haveincidents of physical violence against staff members,
patients who fight, threats to very frail, elderly patients; which are
all alcohol related.

Just recently we had a known drinker who accidentally set him-
self on fire_in bed. We have patients who journey into the nearby
village on Roosevelt Island and cause a great deal of disturbance to
the residents because of the alcohol:

Alcoholic patients often steal the belongings of other patients so
they can buy liquor. And then we have a large number of patients
who we cannot discharge from our facility_because of their alcohol
problems_ They will not be accepted in other forms id residences,
which would be less expensive forms of residences; Ewcause of the
alcohol, we cannot discharge them. _ - -

That is one type of problem cauSed by alcohol. But there is at-
other kind of problem, and I think this relates to what Mr. Shee-
han was referring to before.

Of our 60 to 70 identified alcoholics, approximately half of them
do not create behavior problems for us: They stay in bed and sleep
all day. They withdraw from society; just as the previous panel dis-
cussed. Mr. Sheehan could not give you a statistic, but of our iden-
tified alcoholics; it is just about half who do not exhibit any antiso-
cial behavior: they just withdraw completely,

It appears to me that for the purposes of this committee hearing,
that type of alcoholic in the elderly population may be the one who
needs to be seriously considered. You asked the question, How do
you identify them? I am sorry; Bishop: i do not have answers:

Why does the problem exist particularly in elderly patients? I
think. again, I will go back to Dr. ledorfer. In hisprivate practice,
he said that many of his patients who were over the age of 65 who
had alcohol problems developed that orb/dem after they reached
the age of 65.

It was his feeling that _the lack of appropriate goals for their
lives. nut looking ahead. Congressman, the inability to make their
own decisions about what they do with their lives; both within and
outside institutions. And the fact that the elderly in our society
have been traditionally and still are considered to be some form of
second-class citizen, doing little more than draining our social secu-
rity resources. It is his feling that it is these factors which do
cause the ettlerly to begin to drink. It is the problem of how the
elderly are treated in society: the importance that we as individ-
uals place upon senior citizens; the status of appropriate dignity
that is provided for our aged population.
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If appropriate living conditions could be provided, if adequate so-
cialization programs could be made available, like this one here, if
Swial &ervices could be conducted with an appropriate amount of
dignity; then the elderly population of this country might again

in to feel that they are fully participating members of society;
In the absence of those factors; they will find release through a va-
riety of other mechanisms. A primary one of those releases will be
and has been substance abuse. In the confines of the long term
care institution that I represent, these problems are compacted.
They become much more real, much more immediate, much more
threatening.- -

hi term of potentials for solution, we at eciler are beginning ay
alcoholism training program for our stair We are working in coop-
eration with Ms. Phelan's agency. The N-ew York City Ikpartment
of Alcoholism Services is working with is to provide funding for al-
coholism counselors; A primary function of these individatli will
be to provide a different kind of attitude, a sensitization for our
other employees toward our patients wilt) have alcohol problems, in
addition to bringing technical training in how to work with alco-
holics.

Our plans then would be to develop an intensive therapeutic
counseling program for alcoholia3, and hopefully in the near
future, to have detoxification beds.

I must give recognition to Ms. Phelan's agency and also to the
Health & Hospitals Corp. that has given support for staff train.

You asked alvut funding There is funding for inpatient detoxifi-
cation care, but that is the end of the line. There is virtually no
funding, except thro1.4h the city, but very little from medicare and
medicaid; for outpatient care, for identification, for early treatment
and diagnosis. That kind of funding is badly needed.

We are also living in a day and age when Congress and other
agencies are talking ab-out budget cuts for health care. They are
clearly important. However, when budget cuts are_made for health
care, there are many things that will not be cut. You will not cut
dialysis treatment. It is lifesaving. You will not cut emergency
moms. You will not cut ambulances; You will not cut open heart
surgery. You will not cut the dramatic things that keep people
alive, but I am sorry to say the area where cuts may be most vul-
nerable are in areas like the early treatment and diagnosis of alco-
holism because noticidy is going_to die tomorrow if th.-It_ cut is made.

I would strongly urge you to attempt to keep funding for these
kinds of programs. The true solution for this problem does riot he
within the health care system; It is a problem of society as a whole.

I would strongly urge this committee to= continue your pod work
in the provision of housing, employment socialization activities,
life enrichment programa and Other positive moves that are de-
signed to make senior citizens truly functioning members -of our so-
ciety. That will be the only way to combat alceholism. We in the
health care system are only putting band-aids on the end result;
Thank_you very much.

Ms: FEWc/10. I have no questions; but I jint want to say, both of
your testimonies were absolutely superb. YOI2 were very specific on
the problems and very specific on your recommendations and I can
assure you that this committee will certainly look into &at;
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Mr. PEPPER. In the first place, I wish hoth of you were Members
of Congress. You could help us with what you have recommended
here. I sometimes feel that so many; I almost feel like _Jesus on -the
crows, Father, forgive them, for they know not what they do tither
they make all those cuts.

We are trying_ to restore some of the cuts that have lieen made
We _hope to stop them in the future and to do other things that
need to be done for the betterment of the people of this country;
We congratulate you on your fine statements.

MS-FERRARO. Thank you. Moving right along, our- next panel is
Ms. Marguerite Saunders, who is deputy director; in Divimion of
Substance Abuse_Services for the State of New York. She has been
since 1976. In 1978 she developed the Commission on Prescription
Drugs Misuse and its subcommittee on the elderly. Also Oh the
panel, Dr, Philip Zeidenberg, acting director of the Research Insti-
tute on Alcoholism in Buffalo, N.Y. He has been with the ReSearch
Institute since 1982; and is also-with the Department of Psychiatry
at the Stale Univcrsity of New York; Buffalo

Accorriipa.r.Viimg Dr. &idenherg is Dr. Ernest Able. He IS the
acting deputy carector of the Research Institute on Mcoholism. He
has been with tte institute since 1973, and has devoted hii efforts
to studying tt? effects of alcohol during pregnancy and on the
aging process.

I am delighted to have all three of you with us this morning.

PANEL 3, CONSISTING OF MARGUERITE SAUNDERS. DEPUTY DI-
RECTOR. DIVISION OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES, STATE OF
NEW YORK: DR. PHILLIP ZEIDENBERG. ACTING DIRECTOR. RE-
SEARCH INSTITUTE ON ALCOHOLISM, BUFFALO. N.Y.._ACCOM-
PANIED BY DR. ERNEST ABLE. ACTING DEPUTY DIRECTOR, RE-
SEARCH INSTITUTE ON ALCOHOLISM

STATEMENT OF MARGUERITE SAUNDERS
Ms. SAUNDERS. I am Marguerite Saunders, deputy director for

Program Services for the New York State Division of Substance
Abuse Services I would like to applaud the efforts of your commit-
tee and to express appreciation for your interest in the problems of
the elckrly, problems that are too frequently ignored by our soci-
ety._

The focus of the hearing today is on alcohol and its relationship
to the elderly. I am here to unge_you not to view alcohol in Isola;
tion from other drugs. Our research has shown that about two-
thirds of the elderly use drugs prescribed by their physicians and
nearly 70 percent use over-the-counter prcglucts; primarily pain re-
lievers.

Nearly half of them use these drugs in combination with alcohol
and therein lies the danger. Of the LW most frequently prescribed
products, over half contain at least 1 ingredient that is known -to
react adversely with alcohol; Many nonprescription or _over-the-
counter prOdtitts have tl* same effect. These drugialcOhol interac-
tions can range from minor drowsiness to termination of the cen=
tral nervous system function and even desith.

The drug abuse network reports that 47,000 people who have
used alcohol in combination with other drugs are treated every
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year in hospitals and hospital emergency rooms. Of that group;
2.500 died.

When drugs are taken- in combination -with- alcohol; the effects
usually fall into one of four categories. The drugs may act inde-
pendently of cne another. For example, alcohol does not appear to
interfere with the action of cortisone. Two; drugs taken together
may have an additive effect. When two drugs elicit the same overt
response, their combined effect is equal to that expected by simple
addition 2 plus 2 equal 4. For example, Codeine formula cough
syrup and alcohol both have a sedative effect. If taken together it
may result like taking two doses of codeine or two doses of alcohol.

Three. drugs taken tOgether may alfio have a synergistic effect.
This means that the joint effect of the two drugs is greater than
the effect of the two drugs alone. For example, alcohol and antihis-
tamines which are often contained in cold or allergy medications,
produce an exaggerated sedative effect; and in this case 2 plus 2
will equal 5.

Finally; drugs taken together may have an antihystic effect; In
these cases the joint effect of the two drugs is lox than the drugs
acting separately. For example, the antidiabetic d , Ormase, acts
this way when taken with alcohol. Here 2 plus 2 wrl ual 3.

The problem of drug/alcohol interaction poses spec ers for
the elderly. First you must look at the sheer number of drugs
taken by the elderly. Although constituting only 11 percent a the
population, the elderly consume over 25 percent of the prescription
drugs; and an even higher proportion of over-the-counter drugs.

The most commonly Used drugs are for cardio-vascular condi-
tions. And the- second most commonly used drugs are sedatives and
tranquilizers. Unfortunately, these groups of drugs have dangerous
additive synergistic effects when taken in combination with alco-
hol. Furthermore; many elderly persons have one or more chronic
diseases and take one or more maintenance drugs regularly But
the drug therapies are seldom coordinated by all the physicians
who may be treating a patient. Additionally, doctors may not ques-
tion their elderly patients on their alcohol consumption or about
other drugs that are currently being used.

Physicians may not take the time to carefully explain to an el-
deriy patient what drugs he has prescribed; when and how much of
it is to be taken, what it will do, what side effects can be expected,
and so on.

In turn, elderly patients are frequently reluctant to flak their
doctors any questions at all and simply are not aware that their
pharmacist, if asked; could supply any of the answers to these ques-
tiOnS.

All of this increases the potential -risk for a variety of adverse
drug/alcohol interactions in the elderly. In addition, the elderly are
unusually sensitive to drugs and alcohol. This sensitivity is associ-
ated with the different rates of abiorption, distribution, metabo=
lism, and excretion than foryounger adults and increase the likeli-
hood ofadyerse drug and alcohol interactions.

Finally, a cr.:.' factOr affeeting_ drug and alcohol into ions
patients complih,.;,:e with prescribed drug regime; The elderly pa,
tient may make errors in identifying which meditation to take and
at what time. Although younger patients frequently make the
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same mistakes, the knosience among older patients is higher; due to
poor eyesight, memory -1 fects, and multiple ailments requiring
medication.

Sometimes the elderly patient trades drugs with a friend or rela-
tives hoping that a new drug will provide more relief or that possi-
bly some money can be saved. They also retain unused drugs and
self-medicate with them at a later date. All of these are failures to
comply with the originally prescribed regime and may result in an
adverse reaction if the elderly person consumes any alcohol:

Clearly the risks of using drugs in combination with alcohol are
very high indeed; particularly for the elderly. Furthermore, let me
stress that one need not be an alcoholic or even a problem drinker
to experience unpleasant effects from mixing drugs and alcohol, or
to discover that the two martinis taken before dinner are interfer-
ing with the effectiveness of the needed prescribed drug.

The human brain cannot differentiate between gin or Valium. So
I am urging this committee not to differentiate between alcohol
and other drugs, particularly when you examine it in relation to
the problem of the elderly.

lip addition, _I would just like to make one other statement. The
public generally thinks of the Division of Substance Abuse Services
as primarily an agency concerning _youth and drugs. But we are
concerned with much more than that: We are interested in- the
drug_ welfare of all of our constituents. And given that, we did de,
velop a committee on prescription drugs misuse. One of the parts of
that committee is a subcommittee on the elderly for which we de-
veloped agreat deal of resource material, a training package,
film; and many other services that we would be happy to advise. If
anyone is interested in obtaining these services free of charge, we
will be happy to work with any senior organization. There is re-
source material on that table and a telephone number and we will
be happy to respond to your questions.

MS.. FEMME°. 'I ink you. You-spoke very openly about prescrip-
tion drug abuse. ,presentative Pepper has had hearings specifical-
ly -on that salt\ and he will have some more in the near future.

MS. SAUNDERS- Wonderful.
Ms. FERRARO. Dr. &idenberg, you are on.

STATEMENT OF PHILLIP ZEIDENBERG
Dr. ZEIDENPIERG. Representative Pepper; Representative Ferraro,

Bishop Sullivan, thank you for the opportunity of appearing here.
As you can see the problems associated with the use of alcoholic

beverages among the elderly are numerous and complex. I cannot
even begin to summarize the topic, let alone explore it in depth in
the time allotted here; I would; however; try to outline at least
some of the issues I think are relevant and which I think you
should consider in your future deliberation.

First and foremost, I want to emphasize it is somewhat arbitrary
to separate the issues of alcohol misuse and the_geneiral issue of its
misuse by the elderly: Although there are very good is
that can be Made for dealing with the 0,0 issues separs=enre
are; in addition; important areas in which they have to be dealt
with together. And those areas where issues must be addressed sep-
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arately and where they must be addressed together must be clearly
defined; so as to avoid duplication of effort without at the same
time failing to address important issues which really should be
kept as separate- issues.

As I said the issue of alcohol misuse, especially in the case of the
elderly, perhaps more so in the case_of the elderly; is difficult to
separate really from other misuse. Such misuse involves several
problems well known to those active in the growing field of geriat-
ric medicine; but less well known to the general public and even to
physicians specializing in other areas.

The reasons for alcoho: misuse among the elderly are too numer-
ous for me to go into here, but perhaps I can try to touch upon
some of the more important ones.

First; something that has been stated here today v. 'ready, that is
expansion of abstinence_ for what was formerly 0 ern of con-
trolled drinking- into alcohol abuse or alcoholism b, of new
problems emerging as a consequence of development k, oneliness
and isolation after retirement is a very important factor to consid-
er

&cond, there is a lack of appreciation on the part of both pa-
tients and physicians of the enhanced vulnerability of the elderly
to alcohol, something about which I will speak in more detail in a
moment.

And; third; the inability of patients and physicians to appreciate
changes which have occurred in wing, not only as a consequence of
isolation and loneliness but very specific physiological changes.

For example, an important physiological chang_e to note is the
change in sleep patterns. Concern about altered sleep patterns is a
major reason for alcohol and sedative misuse among tip. elderly.
And it is probably unnecessary if education was sufficient The
total amount of sleep is known to decrease .an .A the frequency of
nocturnal awakening is known to increase with aging.

Instead of regarding the sleep patterns of the elderly as a disor-
der to be medicated by self-prescribed or prescription sedatives pre-
scribed by a physician, it might be more constructive for those who
can't sleep to read; watch television or work on some hoblikt,
rither than to take alcohol or drugs to fall asleep.

On the other hand; if the main reason for anxiety about alterkt
sleep patterns is some other problem, such as increasing isolation
of the elderly from a supportive and extended femily, treating the
alcohol abuse prOblem would not be as constructive as would be ad-
dressing the underlying problem itself.

Perhaps the most important misconception_ ahout aging is the
idoiy held belief that confusion and disorientation are inevitable

as one grows older. This belief persists in the face of the in::ontro-
vertable evidence or numerous elderly individuals persisting in
active, productive; and creative lives. the possible causes of genu-
inely irreversible chronic brain syndrome in the elderly are actual-
ly very few. After Alzheimer's disease; which probably affects only
a small percentage of people, and what is now called multi-infarc-
tion dementia, which is essentially cereovascular disease; and
which is even rarer than Alzheimer s disease. the overall majority
of so-calWd organic brain syndromes in the elderly are completely
reversible:
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Furthermore. a great many of these cases are actually due to
misuse of alcohol and vik.er sedative agents taken on the patient's
own accord or by way of prescription,

This brings me to the next issue. What in fir,et is the incidence of
alcohol use and misuse by the elderly? Are the available data
valid? Keep in mind conectors of this data rely heavily on volun-
tary participation in ;aterviews or with self=administered question-
naires, and this methodology has numerous limitations: Neverthe-
less, accepting these limitations, here are the data as they have
been presented:

Driliking in the elderly is usually defined by criteria of quantity
and pattern of consumption. These criteria usually follow the of
the National Institute of Alcoholism and Aloshol Abuse, which de;
fines heavy drinking as two or more drinks per day. When these
prevalences are determined, alcohol consumption in the elderly is
found to be consistently less than alcohol consumption by younger
groups. Depending on the study, the percentage cif heavy drinkers
is 8 to 11 percent of males over 65 as opposed to 22 to 28 percent
for males in the age group 18 to 49: Current figures for women are
2 percent of the elderly and 8 percent in the younger group.

If one accepts these figures, fewer elderly male drinkers consume
quantities of alcohol sufficient to consider- them heavy drinkers.
And heavy-drinking is even lower among elderly fethiles.

These statistics; however, are deceptive for a number of reasons.
First, there is a problem of how accurate the surveys are: Heavy
drinking among the elderly may be underestimated if the elderly
are much less like to be accessible to questionnaires and interview
techniques. Many elderly_individuals do not live in settings where
these data are gathered. And more research is needed to assess the
Problems of heavy drinking among the elderly in settings where
they -are likely to be located.

More to the point are the studies of individual agencies and insti-
tutions which suggest a meth higher incidence of heavy drinking
among the elderly, a more accurate reflection than the estimates
indicated in nationwide surveys.

CareiTul studies dealing with the aged in their own environment
are clearly needed to deal with this issue.

The second problem concerns the definition of heavy drinking.
Quantifying intake is simplistic and deceptive because elderly per-
sons may have special problems with less alcohol- Physiological rCe
search, for instance, has shown that the amount of water in our
bod_y decreases with age. Since alcohol is distributed almost exclu-
sively in body water, the same amount of alcohol will result in -a
higher concentration Of alcohol in the blood and tissues of the el-
derly than in their younger countertiarta.

Related to this difference is ;mother overall issue involving
mental abilities. Although research shown that intelligence
does not change with age, recall and recognition Of memory do
liecbme somewhat less -as we grow older: And it may be that alco-

synemistically, enhances this age related effect. Since elderly
alcohol users are subjected to an increased effective dose, future
Studies of the effect of alcohol on the elderly must assess actual im-
pairment in social or cxx.upational funct;--7:ing.
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Finally; _I want to raise the general issue of treatment. What is it
that we should be treating when we talk about the elderly and
misuse of alcohol? Is misuse of alcohol the main problem or is it
simply the act of a lack of appreciation of changes associated with
aging, such as alienation, isolation, and more specifically such as
the changes in sleep pattern; which I have just mentioned?

If it is misuse of alcohol, should abitinence be the goal for the
elderly? Some research studies have shown that moderate con-
trolled social drinking in a structured pattern may be a more posi-
tive solution to problems than total abstinence. This among others,
is one of the major research issues which remains to be addressed.

In summary; the problems of alcohol and other sedative misuse
is inseparable. ..cond, it would be beneficial if there were better
public and physician education as to the increased vulnerability of
the elderly to alcohol and sedatives and to the alteration of sleep
patterns.

The increasing isolation of the elderly in our society converts ab-
stinence or controlled drinking to alcohol abuse and alcoholism.
Anxiety about normal sleep patterns enhances alcohol and sedative
misuse.

More research is needed as to the real pharmacological impact of
alcohol on the elderly and the prevalence of alcoholism as to the
effective delivery of treatment of these problems. Thank you.

Ms. FERRARO. Thankyou very much. I am certainly grateful for
your professionalism and your testimony and again your concern
about the abuse of prescription drugs. Your concern that we do not
separate drug abuse from alcohol abuse is certainly noted.nd as I
indicated hefore; Senator Pepper has had hearings specifically on
the other and will continue to do so. Thank you very much-.

Mr._ PEPPER. I just want to commend Di. Zeidenb-erg and MS
Saunders for both of your excellent statements. You gave a _peat
deal of material and we will profit by it in some future hearings we
are planning on those critical subjects.

Ms. FERRARO. Thank you verymuch.
Our final witness--_-and we are going to keep an eye on the chiCk;

because we are coming right down to the lineis the Honorable
Don Nicholson; who is the Assistant Inspector General; -one of the
ASSistant Inspector Generals, of the Department of Health and
Human Services from Washington. He was formerly, until 1982; Di-
rector of the Program Validation for Health Care Financing oi-ga=
nization. You will forgive us,_ if we cannot get to questions with you
after because of our time constraints; we will certainly grab a hold
of you in Washington and follow up.

STATEMENT OF DON NICHOLSON. ASSISTANT INSPECTOR GEN=
ERAL. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES,
WASHINGTON; Me
Mr. _NIcHotsosi. I will subtiiit my full text for the record and al:s

breviate my remarks.
Ms. moo. That is fine.
Mr. NICHOLSON. Mi name is Don Nicholson. Ism Assistant In-

spector _General tor _the Office-of Inspector General in the Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services- AS you pointed out, Repre;
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i*ritative Ferraro, I was previously an em-ployee for the Health
Care Financitgc_ Adminittration, which is the Federal agency re-
sponsible for administering medicare and the medicaid programs:

Mypurpose here today is to relate experiences that -I am fathiliat
with pertaining_to medicare coverage and reimbursement for alco-
holism treatment borne primarily out of the findings of a review to
examine the appropriateness for inpatient hospital care to treat al-
coholics:

The medicare program authorizes considerable coverage for the
treatment of alcoholism and medical problems asecciated with aim-
holism: The benefits and the services available for such treatment
are similar to those available for coverage, under medicare, of any
condition. It it important to note that alcoholism services covered
under medicare must be reaamable and necessary for either the di,
agnosis or treatment of the patient's condition. This it a general
program requirement applied to all services under medicare

The medicare statute does not provide a epecifit benefit for alco-
holism or for any other partieular diagnosis with the single escep=
tion of end stage renal disease. Services are covens, however; be-
cause they are medically necessary and rendered in a covered set=ting.

By statute; medicare is primarily oriented toward covering acute
-conditions. Thus, the coverage of alcohol treatment is *straitly fe-
cused. Coverage of aleOhol treatment is available in both general
and psychiatric hospitals since accepted national and international
medical references have classified alcoholism as a mental cUsiOrder.

The review that refereed to earlier was conducted to determine
how general medicare requirements were being applied to the Cov-
erage and reimbursement for The review that I am
about to refer to focused on patie,A care exclusiVely in an inpatient
setting.

The nAjor findings of that review revealed that out of 1,750 pa-
tient days that were examined in six hospitalt, 75 percent of those
days, or about 1,300 were considered highly questiionsible as covered
days when applying medicare criteria for reimbursement The pay-
ment for those days represented $325,000 just for that temple. The
reviewers questioned justifications provided by the hospitals for ad;
mitting patients for inpatient treatment when such treatment had
failed repeatedly in the past, and when less expensive alternatives
were available.

I would like to give you a coupls of examples of whist I Ain talk-
ing about. There was a 69-yearold man who was admitted to the
hospital after a day binge, who at the time of_admission was only
mildly intoxicated and whose drinking, acoadint to the Medical
record, was on a very light level and in company; prior to the
binge In this inst.-since there was really no Medical indication to
support the need for inpatient hospitalisation for this person. Fur=
then:note, the reviewer noted that the agent responsible for _paying
those medicare ±clainis had no ability to detect these hinds situa-
tions. The preblem regarding the patient was an unnezeserm hov-
pital admission. The greater _problem was that the agent pafing
the cliiim or an inpatient_ hospital claims had no ability to iktect
inappropriate admission. The result of these problems is that mesli-
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care funds available for needed health care services were being di-
verted for iteppropriaW care.

Another example was for a 64-year-old man admitted several
times for the treatment of acute toxic hepatitis. Over a span of 18
months, he had been hospitalized five times for detoxification- and
rehabilitation; although in each instance he was shown to have
acute toxic hepatitis.

A point to be made with this example is that often with the
medicare claims under review; a false or misleading diagnosis is
shown to justify payment or to allow the claim to pass certain com-
puter checkpoints. In my opinion; these erroneous diagnoses; be-
cause they are false and misleading, can result in inappropriate re-
imbursement. Under medicare, they represent a serious breach on
the part of the health care provider and could be subject to crimi-
nal or civil penalties.

Another issue this example illustrates is the problem of hospital
readmissions:- Namely- the- situation -where individuals are checked
in and out of hospitals. The fact of earlier admissions might sug-
gest that another adm;asion may net help to cure or improve the
patient condition. There are other examples in this report that I
am citing. There is another one where an individual was hospital-
ized 13 times over a span of 1 year at a cost to medicare of some
$35 ;004) just for the hospital care. Added to that would be the medi-
care payments made for physician's services.

The Health Care Financing_ Administration, which is the Federal
agency responsible for administering medicare is taking steps to
insure that those who need alcohol detoxification and rehabilitative
help actually receive what is needed. In recently revised guidelines;
the Health Care Financing Administration stated in part; that
there should be documentation to estriblith that adecittuOn to the
hospital wetting for alcohol rehabilitation services -can reasonably
be expected to result in improvement in the patient's condition.

The guidelines include a requirement that the patient's physi-
cian certify that prior treatment in an outpatient setting has not
proven effective or that there are medical reasons otherwise to sug-
gest that treatment in an inpatient setting is required.

The Health Care Financing Administration has also worked with
the agents responsible for paying medicare claims to insure that
the earlier deficiencies that I referred to, which caused the unnec-
essary hospitalization; -arid readmissions; do not recur. As a repre-
sentative now of the Office of the Inspector neral, I intend to
recommend to my Ix= that we go back and we take a look at some
of these earlier; what I consider to be serious problems; to see to
what extent they might still be existing. These kinds of investiga-
tions; reviews; insi:..,:tions; are necessary to preserve the integrity
of these programs._ Thank you.

Mr. Chairman, this major point I would like to make is that %."
simply cannot afford to spend scarce medicine money on health
services that are not inediCally appropriate. We have found dui to
be the case, however, in paying for inpatient treatment and care
for alcoholism becattse_of program abuse on the part of the health
care provider and inefficiencies on the part of agents_pa_yirig inedi;
care claims These practices divert funds for the true health ca-e
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needs, including legitimate treatment for alcoholism of the elderly
in our population.

Ms. .RO. Tiumkyou. I want to say that is dynamite testimo-
ny_We will; of course; make your full statement part of the record.

[The prepared statement of Hon. IYon Nicholson follows:]

PIERNMED STATREIIINT or Dot, E. NICHCELDON, PaRDETANT INSPIMOR GENRIFAL. FOR
HEALTH FINANCING INTEGRITY, OFFICE Or Irisrecroa GENZRAL, DEPARTNIZNT OF
REALM AND HUMAN &RVICE3

Mr. ChainnaniMemlers of the Committee my_name is Don Nicholeson I am here
today as an_ Assistant Inspector General in the Office of the inspector General; De-
partment of Ratith and human Services:4_ was previoluily -an employee-tif the
Health Gera Financing Administration- (HCFA), Department of Health and Human
&rvices. my prior capacity, as a HCFA employee, I was the Director of the Office
for program Validation and while serving in thatvosition I was _responsible for
structurim_ and overseeing what HCFA terineid_program validation reviews. One
such review conducted by the San Francisco regional office was done for the rATrpese
of examining the Medicare coverage and reimbursement for inpatient tr,F.:inent Of
alcoholism

Mr. Chairman, my purpose here today is to Mate experiences that -I am familiar
with_pertathing to Medicare coverage and reimbuivement for alcolvolisrn treatment
borne primarily out of the findings of thatrevkw. The review which was conducted
in 1981 revealed a number of problems relating primarily to the appropriatenees of
Medicare payment for inpatient alcoholism detoxification and rehabiliafion-Ilie
repo:it on the review has not yet been finalized, 14 understanding that HCFA
wants to incorporate with the report anticipated effects of prospective payment as
this may relate to the major findings of the study. However, HCFA has recently im-
proved its coverage rules which in Lmie measure iriond to oilini_of the negative
fuslinAm. I will elabwate oe the scifica of the review and HCFA's subsequent
action in a_ moment But lust _I_ vmsiW like to make some general comments regard-
ing Medicare coverage and reimbursement principles and how these principle
apply to_ak

The Medicare program authorises considerable coverage-for treatment of alcohol-
1403 and medical prOlilems associated With liceholinn. The benefits and services
tiVailabli for such treatment are igmilar to thaws available for coverage unt Medi-
care of any medical condition. It is important to note that alcoholism services_ coy-
erect_ under Medicare must be reasonable and_necessary for either the diagnosis or
treat maent otthe_patient4 condition. This is a recanienemt that ap
plies to all services provided under Medicare: MI7aMiec=nthtuk does- not pwride
a specific benefit for almiwilism. or any other partticular diagnosis; Formes are coo-
triwl, however, because they- are medically necessary and available in covered eet;

Sy Alan* Medicare is prirearily Oriented teWird covering acute conditions.
Thus, the rage of alcohol treatment is sunilarl focused. Coverage of alcohol
treatment ranavailable in both general and psychiatric hospitals since accepted na-
tional and international medical references ha. e classified alcoholism as mental
disorder.
-The validation review that I refereed to earlier was conducted to determine how

these general Medicare ft were being appll M the coverage uid relm-
burement for alMiolism. review focused eitluiively on patient care in an in-
parient setting.

hi 1980 svhik doing review el a single facilitLon the West Coast, reviewers esti-
mated approximaty CO percent of the inpatient stays and services examined
Shenk, not have been paid for. Furthermore in some areas of Oalifmnir4_Profeleiow
al Standard Review Maitione (PSROW_wetw derying_a high tames of
Medicare- claims for inpatient alcohol treatment while in other mute of the
very few claime_were beim dads& Timm obairmiloess toggeetwl tIW a _nenA
for betnr_definitinta what cosisUuted weened mare inpatient tkOlioAieni-trisfiV
meet and that there were iiiconamencies on the part id those reatioaribk for

PSROir are -orgaaied PiPicien group WieFer Patna% with the-tWalth Care Financing Ad-
_4011CFAYW appropriaftnees-a ingetient-itiorpW servos

MR0edo not Piet in all areas of the cotuurry md whoa PEQ104 dant* m _fiecal-
isatypically insurance coesaise ender contract with MY& make coverage and utilisation
(Wateriainatione en inpatient services.
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Making determinetions on Medicare claims in the approaches being used to make
those determiriatiiina-

It was thus decided to- do extended reviews in 19SL -For dim review 6 Ixspitals
were selected end from those 6 &initials, 146 inpatient hisitipital-Wayamtaling 1,751
den for 104 Medicare patients foitned the balis for the study. Four tithe laisMiMU
were _under PSRO review and two were under fiscal interinechary review. The Vali-
dation study was ',conducted by analysts and nurses who received consultative assist-
ance from seven physicians imperienced_in_ utilization review of alcoholism services.
The intent was to determine the extent to which Id_edicare payment was being made
consistent with the rremonsile and necessary" guidelines embodied in the Medi-
care statute.

In summary, the major findings revealed- that out of 1;751 patient days claimed
for alcohol treatment, 75 percent or 1,315 days were highly tisle when ap-
plying Medicare coverage criteria. Payment for tissue disported services =m anta! to
t325,000. The reviewers questioned justifications pecrifideri by the helping-3 foe O-
mitting patient& for inhospital treatment when such treatment hid failed repeated-
ly in the past and when less expensive alternatives were available. Let me give you
a couple of examples of what I am talking_about

A 69_ year old man is admitted to the hospital after_ a "_4_day_binge" who at the
time- of admission was only mildly Munemted and whose drinking a=thirsgto_the
tiirdical receed was "on a very light level and in company" prior to the

In this instance, there-was really no zwediciii Indication to support the need for
inpatient hospitalization for this penon . However, the reviewer tinted that the fiscal
intermediary responsible for ki payment determinations had no processes in
place to select out these kind of situations. Claims for services were tiiieslitinedpettiolt
if the length ota patient's stay in a hospital setting -iceetWil a certain time

Another_example was a 64 year old man admitted several Lines for the treatment
of "acute toxic hepatitis." Over a span_of 1B months_he had been hospitalized 5
times for detoxification and/or relmbilitation. There was _nothing_ in the medical
record to support hepatitis nor for that matter were there any gross pathological
findings.

A point to be Made with this example is that often with the_MMicisre
under review, a false or misleading diagnosis was ahoWt to Justify payment or to
allow the claim to pass certain computer checkpoints. In my opinion, -these errorie
ous diagnosein_ because they are false and misleading, can result its inappropriate
reimbursement. Under Medicare they represent a serious breach on the part of the
health provider and could be subject to crizninal_or_dvdpenalties. Another issue
this example illustrates is the problem of hospital reattmiseiorn_nanwly the situation
where individuals were checked in and out of hospitals. The fact_ofearlier admis-
sions might suggest that the current Omitwon is unlikely to result in patient reha-
bilitation.

IICFA is taking steps to insure that thole who need alcoholic detoxification and
rehabilitative help actually receive what -is needed. In recently reekw1 guddelinea
HCFA stated in past,that "there should be detiimentatian co eMLablWi that admis-
sion to the hospital setting for alcohol rehabilitation services cam reasonably
pected to result in improvement of the patient's condition." The gni-Min-Ws include a
requirement thatthe patient'a physician certify that prior_ treatment it an outpei-
tient setting has not proven effective_or thatthere an medical reasons otherwise to
suggest that treatment in an_inpatient is required. HCFA has also worked
with intermediaries and PSROe w_heiw icienties weri. noted in their cover-
age determination processes to correct_those dieficiencies_In_fast.il.notber reason for
this report not being yet final is to allow HCFA to review thome_PSRaii and inter-
mediaries performance to assure that peeper decisions are now_beingnuide_arid_ite
dude the results in the report. In ad Awn; 01G.is working with HCFA- and -the
Office General Counsel to implement the Civil Money Penalties provisions which
provide for administrative and civil damages for health care providers who submit
false information for the purpose of obtaining Medicare reimbursement

It may be necessary if abnism of the type oti through this review cts a fee
HCFA to seriously considen a Iii"Rit on the number of-inpatient stays for treatment
of alcoholism. As a pert ei OPIP reseaRch done by the HCFA Validation- review Staff, it
was noted that 26.2 04.,rcent of the sOrnissions to a chain of alcohol rehabilitatiOn
facilities were_patie_nlei_wbo had alcohol nelated inpatient stays three or more times
during a four yearperriod.

Undoubtedly; mom of iii" Wieutat Istivimekil in the review and others who are
recerving inpatient mire hove heriefitted from_such_care.rn_doubtedly, them are ps-
tiente who might beniAtt from sir iSititsStt onto a much ter extenUhan can on
an outpatient basin in-Li:hi-owl-1h some et.'.'Ier alternative. From a lay persons' point of
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view, tu-wewr, LtithritiYx3 whether the -costa associated with -examples I have cited
and numerotTs ethers whith Make up the bilikiS cif this report's finding, can contin-
ue to justify the high coot as4ciciatec) With unpatient hospital care when less espen-

etitTALIY elreCtiVe crioxification/rehibilitative care is available. In the (....otigrt-s-
ional Office ol Technology Assessment study on alcoholism _there are questions

to the rrlot ij ioe o ls. wii ticio-Aun'iwamirarx and
rehabilitation.

Mr. Chairman. I believe HCFA should be commended for _having wnritertaken this
review. The problema noted are significant. As I referenced _ earlier; iCFA has al-
ready responded to improving coverage guidelines and strengthening the crireria Oe
admissitymi.

I intend to recommend w the Imiecwir General that we cthiet -inspections-in
this area during the _course of the next if-Vcal year to- mine to what extent the
report ommencUtiomi have beet impletnersted and to reexamine the issue cil in-
patient alcoholism treatment. Ileviews and inspections ci this_type are necessary to
ensure the cost effeetive-expenditure-01 Medicare resources. Through such surveil-
lance. whether done by HFCA,\ or OIG stiff. errors and inefficiences can be checked
to preserve- Medicare monies thIr the critical health care needs including alcoholism
treatment for the elderly in otur population.

I commend you and the Committee along_with Coatinittee_staff for recognizing the
significance of this issue and bringing this matter to public attention.

I would now be happy to respond to questions.

Mr; PEPPER. Mr. Nicholson, you have emp_haSited, I think quite
well, sir; that we want to prevent unnecessary expenditures under
medicare, because that is taking money away from people who
need it But if you had preventive services available under medi-
care, would that not save a lot of money, in the long run 7_

Mr: NICHOLSON. It is an open question. I know this. I know that
on the basis of some examinations that have -been done, with
regard to one kind of service being_ covered under _medicare and
whether or not that is saving money for another kind of service, an
example of that is home health. It was hoped that the .homt-: health
benefits would save a lot of inpatient hospital money. I äo not :re-
lieve that there has been any evidence to support that specifically.
It would seem logical that this would be the case.

In_ the case of alcoholism specifically; I know this. I know that
the Health Care Financing Administration and the National_ Insti-
tute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism are jointly engaged in _a
study to take a look at the various alternative delivery_systems and
the ways of treating the alcoholic to try to answer the kind of ques-
tions you just raised; Mr; Pepper: That study -was initiated in Sep-
tember 19,S1. It iS Scheduled to be a 4-year study.

Mr. PEPPER; Let us take- for example, giving an individual a test
to see whether that individual has high blood pressure or not Now
that is_not provided for at the present time under Medicare. That iS
forbidden, I am not talking about _sotnething in a hospital._ I am
talking about someone coming into an agency and wanting to
have their blood pressure checked; And you do not do that at the
iv.-esent time.

Mr. NICHOISON. That is_true._
Mr. PF:PPER. It may well he if you discover an individual has high

blood pressure and began the proper treatment of it, it might be
that that individual could be spared - a stroke,_ and the hospital
would be spared a patient that might be in the hospital ostensibly
for a good long time; -

Mr. NICHOLSON. I understand your point.
Mr. PEPPPR. Would you like to make any -wniment on the demon-

stration project f..hat we have authorized by Congress; for you to
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make contracts with MO's; under whicl you pay the HMO 95
percent of the average expenditure by Medicare per patient per
year in a given area_

Now; down in Miami; we have at least 3 of those HMO's that
have thoilSaiids of eldetly pules- under medicare in their program.
I am not saying whether they render good-service or not At least if
you are in that prngram medicare saves 5 percent. Only paying 95
percent Of what it Would o t h e r w i s e ordinarily s p e n d _ S o it is a sav-
ings to the Government Those that I know of_clown__there; one of
them is a group doctors that foinied an HMO. Two entrepi-
neurs that formed an oricanization, HMO, and they do not require
the patient to ray that deductible of $304_ before ty_. get in a hob-
pital. They afford free choice of hoipital and also free choice of
diktat.

The patient does not have to pay the $75 coinsurance he must
now pay to see a doctor. Now the adininiattation has recommended
that patients be required to pay a copayment in addition to the ini-
tial $304 when they are-admitted to a hospital; $27 a day the rest
half of the month and $17 a day the last half of the month. So I
khOw we are all concerned shout reducingoost but it looks like to
me that is sort of a negative approach and I am hopWiil that the 10
or 12 demonstration projectS that are going on in the noun ry will
be successful. We are going to have a hearing on it shortly. me,
where it looks like that would _save money for the Government and
save money for the patient and give the patient more tare.

Mr. NICHOL&ON. That would be the lest of all worlds.
Bishop Sutuvasi. This is not a question. I just wanted to say on

behalf of the people- here; and I represent all of you, that we wel-
come this opportunity. When Geraldine mchedtded this opportunity
for a hearing here; I_ went out of my way to Make sure I would_ be
heee today_ because I knew Congressman Pepper would be here I
think what he represents is an advocate for the seniors of thiii
country; and not just the seniors: and it is not just becattiTe of what
he does in the Congress of the United States; in terms of the pro-
grams that he has fought for and social security that he haii pro;
tected he is a living example of what the rest of us should try to be.

Ms. Firatiaso. I just have several announcements. First of all;
these mikes have worked very; very well. _We have been hete
belOre. Sometimes we have had problema, And the Teuton they
have is because one woman went out her way to get them tor us
free of charge. Her name is Kay Neil and we are very grateful to
her.

Again I want to thank Janet Kennedy for allowing us the use of
the center; and Bishop Sullivan for being here. The bithop_is a
good ftiend of hilt*. We are very, very cxmcernee. I know he -is
very concerned ; impecbdly when he talks about that beiiiitiftil
house; that lroildirrg that we have for seniors, Coirifcressniatt. There
is a Wilding over here. I wish_you had time to stop by, and see it.
We need so much more housing like that for our senior citizens.

And, finally; let me juit say that you have heard us this whole
morning. This afternoon from 1 to 3- Senator Pepper and I will be
at Colden Auditorium at Queens 03llege. It will be your chance, if
you want, to ask questions or make comments and let us know how
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you feel. So _we will be there from I to 3; if you would like to join
us, we would love to have you.

PEPrER. Bishop Sullivan, I want to thank you for your very
generous remarks. You are unofficially; if not actually, a member
of our committee. We appreciate vou very much We wish vna
could attend every hearing that we have because your sp:ritual
stimulation and inspiration is very meaningful to us.

The last thing is, I have attended many_hearings in many parts
of the country over the last several years, but I have never attend-
ed a hearing where the witnesses were better and where what they
shared was more interesting; more to the point; more meaningful
and more helpful than I heard here_ teday._And I want to _compli-
ment_ and congratulate in the finest way Representative Ferraro
who is_a member of_our subcommittee; for this fine job and for the
fine fob of getting these excellent witnesses. Geraldine, we are all
proud of what you have done.

Ms. FERRARO. Thank you very much.
Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m., the hearing was aftourned.)
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